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Executive summary
True North Strategic Communication was engaged by City of Darwin on behalf of AFLNT and NT Cricket to
consult with key stakeholders, residents and the wider community on their proposal to install lighting at
Gardens Oval 1.
The lighting is needed so the oval can be used for training and occasional games in the evening as current
sporting ovals across Darwin are at capacity. The key use is expected to be for the women’s and junior
competitions.
The general approach to consultation was to identify all affected stakeholders, paying particular attention to
people living closest to Gardens Oval. This included letterboxing 685 units on streets surrounding the oval,
sending letters to all property owners, contacting body corporates, personally contacting as many people as
possible, messages on social media and media coverage. It also involved emailing around 50 stakeholders who
were identified as likely to have an interest in the proposal.
The second task was to ensure all affected residents and stakeholders had access to accurate information so
they could understand the implications of the proposal, clarify issues of concern, ask questions and express
their views. This was done by providing a technical report and fact sheet with a visualisation of the effects,
personally talking to and meeting with as many people as possible and holding a public meeting where experts
showed a sample of the proposed lights and the results of their modelling.
The third task was to capture the range of views, the values of people living nearby and reasons why people
supported or opposed the proposal.
In all, around 100 people were spoken to and 392 people completed the online survey. Of those who were
surveyed, 94% supported the installation of lights at Gardens Oval 1. Of the 18 written submissions received,
13 were objections (12 from nearby residents and one from the Planning Action Network (PLAN)).

Key findings of the consultation
Summary
A high-level summary of the consultation findings is provided below:
Support for lighting Gardens Oval 1:
•there was a high level of support for the proposal and little opposition to its intent, namely to provide
female and junior teams with an alternative training venue;
•most people (94%) surveyed were supportive of the lights;
•those who were supportive could be characterised as people who would benefit from the lights, in
particular the Waratah Cricket Club, Waratah Football Club and other sporting groups that would use the
facility;
•supporters could also be characterised as Darwin families whose children play sport;
•a high percentage of the supporters of the lights are individuals and families who use Gardens Oval often
(more than once a week);
•there was strong sentiment around the need for another lit oval in Darwin to offer a cooler and safer
place for women and children to play sport given the hot and humid Darwin climate and the incidence of
heat-related illness in sport;
•the majority of supporters felt that installing lights at Gardens Oval was long overdue, and felt that it is
necessary to support the growth of sport in the Territory; and
•supporters felt the hours of operation were reasonable and unlikely to be fully used. They were confident
that clubs could regulate the use of lights in accordance with conditions and said most users would be
junior teams who were unlikely to add to anti-social behaviour in the area.
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Opposition to lighting Gardens Oval 1:
•there was strong opposition from a concentrated group of Gardens residents and from PLAN;
•the opponents could be characterised as long-term Darwin residents living in highrise units that look over
the oval, who value their lifestyle, enjoy the green outlook from their units and fear impacts on their
amenity from the lights;
•the majority of the opponents indicated that they used Gardens Oval rarely (once or twice a year) but look
over / view it daily;
•the reasons for strong opposition include:
•distrust of the information provided about the impact of the lights;
•concern because of their previous experience with lights from the golf course, which they were told
would not impact their amenity, yet many feel they have suffered significant impacts, which
compounded their mistrust of the latest proposal (legacy issue unrelated to current proposal);
•a perception that nothing has been done to address these concerns;
•concerns not just at the lights but the height of the towers;
•general concerns about changes to amenity of the area, such as rubbish, noise and late-night antisocial
behaviour and fears that this may be compounded with greater evening use of Gardens Oval, affecting
not just residents but wildlife;
•a general cynicism towards any consultation by government and council on planning issues and whether
consultation has any influence on decisions; and
•some queries about whether this was money well-spent and why the lights couldn’t be installed at
another oval.

Although there were differences of opinion on the proposal, what most people shared was support for
women’s and junior sport. Most agreed that lit sporting facilities made sense in Darwin to allow sport to be
played in the evening, which is a safer and more enjoyable option to playing in the heat and humidity of the
day-time.
Supporters
Supporters make up the majority of respondants of this consultation, with most choosing to provide their
support via the survey. A high percentage of the supporters of the lights are individuals and families who use
Gardens Oval often (more than once a week) and include the broader community and individuals and
organisations engaged in sport and other lifestyle activities.
For these people, the precinct offers a central recreational space near the CBD which they feel they have a
right to enjoy. Not surprisingly, they were overwhelmingly supportive of lights being installed at Gardens Oval
1. This came through strongly in the survey responses with a high number indicating they were NTFL or cricket
players or spectators.
Some supporters argued that residents’ objections were nimbyism (Not In My Backyard). Others felt that it is
unrealistic for residents to expect a secluded lifestyle on the fringe of a city.
Opponents
Opponents make up a small percentage of respondants of this consultation, however their concerns were
captured more intensely through written submissions. The majority of the opponents indicated that they used
Gardens Oval rarely (once or twice a year) but looked over it daily.
The most opposed were people whose units look directly across the oval and its surrounds, in particular those
living along Warrego Court, Houston Street, at the Larrakeyah end of Smith Street and Buffalo Court. PLAN
also submitted an objection to the proposal.
The residents were quite polarised on the proposal largely based on whether they were likely to be
beneficiaries, or perceived the project as impacting on their lifestyle and peaceful enjoyment of their
surrounds. They see the proposal as the ‘thin edge of the wedge’ and expressed concern at the incremental
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incursion of public events and activities in the area, including night markets and concerts. They associated this
intrusion with rubbish, noise, cars hooning and drunks frequenting the area.
A key part of opponents’ concern was distrust of government and council to regulate use of the lights, should
they be approved. Worth noting is that opponents of the lights developed their own advertisement, which
appeared in local media three times during the consultation, focussing primarily on the height of the proposed
towers and the impact on people and animals. This demonstrates the opponents level of concern about the
proposal.

^ NT News Ad, Saturday August 19, 2017

Some residents argued that it’s easy for individuals and organisations engaged in sport and the wider
community to support lights being installed at Gardens Oval 1 because they don’t have to live with regular use
of the lights at night.
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Snapshot of findings from the consultation
A snapshot of the findings from the consultation is provided below.

94% of survey
respondents

Three written
submissions

Gardens Oval is a
community facility

Mainly from sporting
fraternity but also wider
community

Gardens Oval is currently
underutilised

4% of survey
respondents

People worry about their
kids playing sport in the
heat and humidity

13 written submissions

Mainly long-term Darwin
residents

Gardens residents, PLAN

Want to protect their
amenity and Darwin's
greenbelt

Support the lights

Oppose the lights

Objection grounded in
mistrust of government
and council decisionmaking

Consultation methodology
The consultation program ran for nine weeks from 13 June to 11 August 2017. The timeframe is two weeks
longer than originally planned, and was extended due to the growing interest in the proposal in the last week
of the original consultation period.
The consultation included a variety of communication material and methods to ensure people were aware of
the consultation and able to contribute their views, and that input and feedback was balanced and
representative of all stakeholders.
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The communication materials included:

Technical
report

•Information on the proposal
•How to provide feedback
•Letterbox dropped to 685
residential properties and sent
via Council's ratepayer database
•Included on the website

•Technical information and
specifications on the lights
•Computer generated visual
modelling of lighting impact

Fact sheet

•Letter sent to ratepayers via
Council's database
•Inviting participation and
ensuring those who do not live
at the address were informed

Letter

The communication methods included:

Centralised
phone and
email

Website

Home visits

Online survey

Bus to
Asbuild
Stadium

Meetings

Community
meeting
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Next steps
This report has been prepared after a nine-week consultation process on the proposal by AFLNT and NT
Cricket to install lights at Gardens Oval 1.
It is recommended that the next steps are:
•

•

•

Council consider the consultation and report, including the feedback received by stakeholders,
residents and the community, noting:
o Support for the installation of lights at Gardens Oval 1 is high at 94% of survey respondants.
The supporters are made up of individuals and organisations engaged in sport and other
leisure activities, and families across Darwin who’s kids play sport.
o Thirteen (13) written objections were received, 12 from residents who live in the
surrounding area and one from PLAN.
Council release the report to the public on City of Darwin’s website, and authorise True North
Strategic Communication to provide a copy to those who made a submission or requested to be kept
informed; and
Council’s decision on Gardens Oval 1 be communicated back to stakeholders, residents and the
community, with reference to the information gathered during the consultation process and how
this guided Council decision-making.

Background
Over the years, the Gardens precinct on the fringe of Darwin’s CBD has evolved into a vibrant and diverse
location. It offers multiple activities for the wider Darwin and Territory population and is the home of the
George Brown Botanic Gardens, the Gardens Park Golf Links, Gardens Oval, Skycity Casino, the Amphitheatre
and Mindil Beach. It is also the location of a number of popular events over the dry season including Mindil
Beach Markets, BASSINTHEGRASS, Territory Day and Darwin Festival.
The area is also home to just over 700 residents who live in the highrise apartment buildings that sit around
the Gardens escarpment. For many residents, the relaxed lifestyle and green outlook from their units was the
appeal in moving there, and many fear the continued development of the area will intrude on their lifestyles.
Some residents are angry about previous planning decisions in the area. A number of these residents are from
long-term Darwin families who have a strong emotional and financial investment in their homes, with many
paying premium prices for properties on the upper storeys with views of the gardens and the coastline.
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City of Darwin has previously considered a proposal to install lighting on the Gardens Park Golf Links to allow
night golf to be played (2014). This proposal was strongly opposed by nearby residents who were concerned
about the intrusion of bright lights through their windows, impacts to amenity, noise and behaviour,
environmental impacts, the consultation process and impacts on property values.
Although the City of Darwin resolved not to consent to the installation of lighting for night time golf, the
proposal has had a lasting impact on some Gardens residents. One resident described the golf course trial light
installed in 2014 as being so bright that he could ‘do a puppet show on his bedroom wall’. Others describe
lighting from other nearby venues (tennis club, Skycity and businesses along Stuart Highway) as unacceptable
given that the light shines up and reflects into their units.
Aware of the sentiment of residents regarding lights in the area, City of Darwin requested that AFLNT and NT
Cricket consult with key stakeholders and nearby residents on their proposal to install lights at Gardens Oval
1.

The proposal
The proposal by AFLNT and NT Cricket includes the installation of four light poles to achieve a maximum
brightness of 600 lux in the centre of the oval. The steel poles would be 32 metres high. The recommended
system utilises metal halide luminaires, each with a glare shield and rear visor to prevent unwanted light spill
to surrounding areas. A control system would be installed near the clubhouse so the lights can be switched to
the required lux level.
Lighting an existing oval like Gardens Oval increases field time and is considered a sensible solution to help
grow both NTFL and cricket, sports that are experiencing unprecedented growth in the Territory. AFL and
cricket are the two biggest sports in the Territory in terms of participation. AFL has seen growth to over 42,000
players across the Territory and more than 17,000 women players.
The lights will cost an estimated $1.2 million with funding for the project from the Northern Territory
Government.
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As the main users of the oval, AFLNT and NT Cricket have indicated the maximum periods of use as follow:
Day

Time

Lux Level

Monday

6-9pm

100 lux (training)

Tuesday

6-9pm

100 lux (training)

Wednesday

6-9pm

100 lux (training)

Thursday

6-9pm

100 lux (training)

Friday

6-9pm

600 lux (dry season cricket match)

Saturday

6-9pm

300 lux (wet season football game)

Sunday

Not in use

A technical report was prepared to support the consultation and is provided in Appendix 1.
Drivers for the lights
AFLNT and NT Cricket see the lights at Gardens Oval 1 as an essential upgrade to support the growth of their
sports. AFL has grown to over 42,000 players across the Territory and more than 17,000 women players.
Darwin’s current sport fields can’t cater for this growth in a safe, responsible or functional way.
With funding from the Northern Territory Government, the lighting proposal is in accord with the objectives
of City of Darwin’s Sports Field Plan 2016 – 2026 which says that Gardens Oval 1 is a key regional facility and
that it must be built and maintained to a premier standard. The plan also acknowledges the growing demand
for the provision of sports lighting on Council-managed reserves to increase use and the need to support
installation of sports training lights to help increase the capacity of reserves to accommodate additional uses
and spread hours of availability.
The proposal is also in accord with the Northern Territory Government’s Northern Territory Sport and Active
Recreation Master Plan which defines the strategic priorities for government to guide sport and recreation
policy. A key facility priority under Strategic Direction 3 is lighting of playing fields, with planning and priorities
for lighting of fields being guided by strategic planning and needs analysis undertaken by local governments
managing the fields.

Consultation
In 2016 City of Darwin directed AFLNT and NT Cricket to consult stakeholders, residents and the wider
community on their proposal to install lights at Gardens Oval 1 to guide council’s decision-making on the
proposal. Independent consultant, True North Strategic Communication was engaged to design and implement
the consultation program and to prepare a report on the consultation findings.
In line with the Core Values of the International Association for Public Participation (IAP2), the consultation
adopted a proactive approach to seeking comment from those most affected, explaining what would happen
with people’s input and a commitment to ‘close the loop’ by making the consultants’ report public.
The goal of the consultation was to ensure stakeholders and residents were informed of the proposal,
understood its implications and provided a chance to give feedback. The role of the consultants was to capture
the breadth of views on the proposal, the reason for these views and issues raised.
Tactics included a fact sheet in all letterboxes and sending a letter to the unit owners in nearby streets and
emails to key stakeholders informing them of the proposal and consultation process, a media release and an
active social media presence.
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The intent of this communication was to ensure people had information upon which to base their feedback
and were advised of the consultation process.
The City of Darwin hosted a webpage with information on the proposal, including the fact sheet and a technical
report that included a computer-generated visual assessment prepared by NTBS Consulting Engineers.
Information was also provided on the consultation process, including a link to the online survey.
In total, 392 people completed the online survey, and 18 written submissions were received. A community
meeting attracted around 40 participants. Many people were spoken to by phone, the consultants offered to
meet with any resident who requested it and visited two units with residents to view the oval from their
balconies, at Warrego Court and Buffalo Court.
At the community meeting, the consultants determined that many residents were finding it hard to visualise
what the lights would look like. AFLNT offered a bus excursion to Asbuild Stadium in Palmerston. While Asbuild
Stadium is the best local example of oval lighting, it differs to the lights proposed for Gardens Oval 1 in that
Asbuild Stadium has six 26-metre light poles with lights illuminated to a maximum 600 lux, compared with the
lights proposed at Gardens Oval 1 having four 32-metre light poles with lights illuminated to a maximum 600
lux. While it wasn’t comparing ‘apples with apples’ it did give residents some idea of what the lights might look
like in operation.
True North Strategic Communication is a member of the International Association for Impact Assessment
(IAP2) and its staff are trained and experience practitioners. Our practice is guided by the IAP2 Core Values
(www.iap2.org.au):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the public should have a say in decisions about actions that could affect their lives;
public participation includes the promise that the public’s contribution will influence the decision;
public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and communicating the needs and
interests of all participants, including decision makers;
public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of those potentially affected by or
interested in a decision;
public participation seeks input from participants in designing how they participate;
public participation provides participants with the information they need to participate in a meaningful
way; and
public participation communicates to participants how their input affected the decision.

It was difficult to ascertain the success of reaching the residents living in the highrise units (whether they read
the letter and brochure dropped in their letterbox), to ensure they were aware of the consultation. For this
reason, the media and social media were also used in an attempt to reach everyone potentially impacted.
Another key issue is transparency to ensure all people who provided input to the consultation know what
happened to their comments, how they influenced decision-making and what decisions were made. Residents
have been told that they will be sent a copy of the consultation report.

Consultation process
Level of engagement
The consultation was conducted in accordance with City of Darwin Community Consultation Policy 025 at a
Level 3 “Participate” consultation and involves the promise that:
We will work to ensure that your concerns and aspirations are directly reflected in the alternatives
developed and provide feedback on how the public influenced the decision.
Using the IAP2 principles that guide good engagement, the consultation was conducted at the levels of
inform and consult.
Gardens Consultation Report Final 091017.docx
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LEVEL OF
ENGAGEMENT

PROMISE TO THE PUBLIC

Inform

We will keep you informed

Consult

We will listen to your concerns, keep you informed, and provide feedback on how
stakeholder’s input influenced the decision

Involve

We will work with you to ensure your concerns are reflected in the alternatives
developed, and provide feedback on how the public’s input influenced the decision

Collaborate

We will look to you for advice, ideas and solutions and incorporate those into the
decisions as much as possible

Empower

We will implement what you decide

©International Association of Public Participation www.iap2.org

Consultation objectives
The objectives of the consultation were to provide the community and stakeholders with information on the
lighting proposal and gather feedback on the proposal and report back to City of Darwin.

Approach
The consultation program ran for nine weeks from 13 June to 11 August 2017. This timeframe is two weeks
longer than originally planned, and was extended due to the growing interest in the proposal in the last week
of the original consultation period.
The consultation included a variety of communication material and methods to ensure people were aware of
the consultation and able to contribute their views, and that input and feedback was balanced and
representative of all stakeholders.
Communication materials
The communication materials included:

•Information on the proposal
•How to provide feedback
•Letterbox dropped to 685
residential properties and sent
via Council's ratepayer database
•Included on the website

Technical
report
•Technical information and
specifications on the lights
•Computer generated visual
modelling of lighting impact

Fact sheet
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•Letter sent to ratepayers via
Council's database
•Inviting participation and
ensuring those who do not live
at the address were informed

Letter
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Fact sheet
A fact sheet explaining the proposal and consultation program was prepared and delivered to key
stakeholders, letterbox dropped to residents, sent to property owners and included on the website.

Letterbox drop
A letter and the fact sheet were delivered to Gardens residents at the start of the consultation period. They
were also sent through City of Darwin’s ratepayers’ database to ensure that residential property owners living
elsewhere were informed and invited to participate in the consultation.
The streets targeted were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Melville Street
Gardens Hill
Gardens Road
Buffalo Court
St John Court
Houston Street
Beagle Street
Smith Street (Larrakeyah end)
Finniss Street
McMinn Street
Geranium Street
Salonika Street
Warrego Court
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About 685 units received letters and the fact sheet in their letterboxes, with a similar number sent via Council’s
ratepayer database.
Technical report
AFLNT engaged NTBS Consulting Engineers to prepare a technical report in June 2017 to provide information
on the proposal for stakeholders, residents and the wider community. The report included the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

background;
stakeholders;
reference documentation and applicable standards;
definitions;
design criteria;
overview of design procedures and outcomes;
existing outdoor lighting within the vicinity;
hours of operation; and
cost estimation.

The report also contained the following attachments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attachment A – extract from AS 2560.2.3
Attachment B – extract from Community Cricket Facility Guidelines
Attachment C – extract from AS 4282 – Control of The Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting
Attachment D – site plan
Attachment E – Thorn Lighting Design and Calculation of the Effects of Obtrusive Light
Attachment F – Luminaire Technical Data Sheet
Attachment G – Light Pole 3D Model
Attachment H – Artist’s Impression Day time
Attachment J – Artist’s Impression Night time

The technical report and attachments are provided in Appendix 1.
Communication methods
The communication methods included:

•Centralised
phone and
email

•Website

Home visits

•Online survey

•Bus to
Asbuild
Stadium

•Meetings

•Community
meeting
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Website
City of Darwin hosted the consultation webpage which included:
•
•
•
•

information about the proposal and the consultation program;
a link to the fact sheet and online survey;
links to the technical report and attachments; and
contact details for providing feedback or for more information.

^ www.darwin.nt.gov.au/council/have-your-say/open-consultations/lighting-gardens-oval

There were 773 views of the webpage over the nine-week consultation period.

^Google Analytics report of page views for www.darwin.nt.gov.au/council/have-your-say/open-consultations/lightinggardens-oval

Online survey
An online survey was promoted during the consultation. It sought opinions and feedback about the proposal.
The survey was advertised on Facebook, on City of Darwin’s website, through sporting club networks, through
stakeholder conversations and via the media. The survey sought answers to the following questions:
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Where do you live?

Would you like to see
the use of Gardens
Oval 1 extended
beyond its current use?

What type of activities
would you like to see
there?

How long have you
lived in the Northern
Territory?

What don't you
currently like about
Gardens Oval?

Would you support the
installation of lights at
Gardens Oval 1?

Do you or your family
use or visit Gardens
oval?

What do you currently
like about Gardens
Oval?

Do you have any
concerns about lights
being installed at
Gardens Oval 1?

How often do you or
your family use or visit
Gardens Oval?

Why do you or your
family use or visit
Gardens Oval?

What are your
concerns about lights
being installed at
Gardens Oval 1?

Meeting with stakeholders and residents
One-on-one meetings were offered to stakeholders who were identified as likely to have an interest in the
proposal. Many stakeholders chose to fill out the survey rather than meet. Just two stakeholders (Football
Federation NT/Port Darwin Football Club and Planning Action Network) chose to meet in person and make a
submission.
One-on-one meetings were offered to interested residents after the letterbox drop and mail out. Fortunately,
contact was made with individual residents with strong community networks, who helped organise suitable
times for multiple residents to meet to discuss the proposal.
Two group community meetings were held at the request of residents:
•
•

Raffles Plaza on 19 July;
meeting facilitated by the Planning Action Network on behalf of residents of Warrego Court, Smith
Street and Houston Street on 3 August.
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The following organisations and individuals were contacted although not all chose to participate:
Sporting bodies
•AFLNT
•NT Cricket
•Football Federation NT
•Softball NT
•Tennis NT
Sporting clubs
•Local NTFL clubs
•Local Cricket clubs
•Local Softball clubs
•Gardens Tennis Club
Government
•Department of Tourism and Culture
•Elected representatives
•City of Darwin
Neighbouring commercial properties
•Skycity
•Mindil Beach Sunset Market Association
•Darwin Amphitheatre
•Eva’s Café
•Gardens Park Golf Links
Interest groups
•Heritage Advisory Council
•Planning Action Network
•Field Naturalists Club Inc
•Cancer Council NT
Nearby residents
•Buffalo Court
•Warrego Court
•Houston Street
•Smith Street
•Other individual residents who made written submissions

Gardens Oval Community Meeting
A community meeting was held at Gardens Oval on Wednesday 26 July attended by about 40 people. AFLNT
and NT Cricket representatives and NTBS Consulting Engineers presented information on the proposal and
answered questions.
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Around 40 people attended the community
event

NTBS Consulting Engineers presented on
the lighting design

Asbuild Stadium Site Visit, 9 August
Feedback during the community meeting on 26 July suggested that many residents were having trouble
visualising what the lights would look like during operation. The consultant identified that residents may
benefit from looking at similar lighting installed at Asbuild Stadium in Palmerston. AFLNT provided a bus to
take residents to Palmerston to view the lights. This was advertised through contacts already established
during the consultation and took place on the evening of 9 August. Nine residents took part.
The key point AFLNT wanted to illustrate was that lights could be directed down with limited light pollution
outside of this area.

Nine residents from Warrego Court,
Smith Street, Houston Street and
Buffalo Court participated
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The lights at Asbuild Stadium are
600 lux and 26 metres high,
compared to those proposed at
Gardens Oval 1 which are up to 600
lux and 32 metres high
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Home visits
True North Strategic Communication was invited to two homes during the consultation to view Gardens Oval
during the day and evening. The properties at Warrego Court and Buffalo Court were visited on 8 August.

Home visit 2 - Buffalo Court looking
toward Stuart Highway to highight the
existing lighting surrounding the area

Home visit 1 - Warrego Court looking
across Gardens Oval to the coast line

Centralised phone and email
True North Strategic Communication handled all phone and email queries and feedback during the
consultation, the ensure all contact was centralised.

Feedback
Feedback during the consultation was received in the following ways:
392 online surveys

A number of email
and phone
discussions

Two home visits

18 written
submissions

About 40 people
attended a
community meeting

In addition to the feedback received through the traditional methods, a significant amount of discussion
regarding the proposal took place on social media leading up to the Territory Council elections on 26 August.
It’s worth noting here that those playing or connected to sport predominantly provided their feedback through
the online survey with 63% of respondents identifying as an NTFL spectator, 54% identifying as an NTFL player,
28% identifying as a cricket spectator and 23% identifying as a cricket player.
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A small number of local residents participated in the survey, with 6% of respondents identifying as living in The
Gardens. Fifteen of the 18 submissions were from Gardens residents.
The feedback section of this report is presented as follows:
•
•
•

Survey themes
Submission theme
Summary of feedback

Appendix 2 contains the complete survey report.
Appendix 3 contains the complete written submissions.
Personal information has been removed from the submissions including names, addresses and contact details
to ensure privacy.

Survey themes
The online survey was open from 13 June to 11 August 2017, with 392 responses. Some of the percentages do
not total 100% due to rounding. To ensure complete accuracy of all survey responses, spelling, punctuation
and other errors have not been edited, therefore they appear in this report as they were entered in the survey.
The complete survey report with all data is provided in Appendix 2.
Where survey respondents live
Survey respondents were asked where they live, with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32% from the Northern Suburbs
17% from Darwin CBD/ Waterfront/ Larrakeyah /Cullen Bay
15% from Parap/ Fannie Bay
11% from Stuart Park/ Bayview/ Woolner
9% from Palmerston
6% from The Gardens
3% from the rural area; and
6% said other. Other included various Darwin suburbs, mainly Ludmilla and Nightcliff, interstate and
intrastate.

The most notable statistic here is that only 6% of survey respondents live in The Gardens with the majority
(32%) from the Northern Suburbs.
Using and visiting Gardens Oval
90% of respondents said they or their family use or visit Gardens Oval while 10% said they or their family don’t
use or visit Gardens Oval.
Of the respondents who said they or their family use or visit Gardens Oval:
•
•
•
•

31% said they or their family use or visit Gardens Oval often (more than once a week)
21% said regularly (once a week)
23% said occasionally (once every two or three weeks)
16% said sometimes (once every few months); and
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•

9% said rarely (once or twice a year).

These results are shown in the graph below.

If you (or your family) use or visit Gardens
Oval, how often do you?
35%

31%

30%
25%

23%

21%

20%

16%

15%

9%

10%
5%
0%

Often (more than
once a week)

Regularly (once a
week)

Occasionally (once Sometimes (once
every two or three every few months)
weeks)

Rarely (once or
twice a year)

When asked why they or their family use or visit Gardens Oval:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

63% said as an NTFL spectator
54% said NTFL player
28% were cricket spectators
23% cricket players
16% were NTFL coach or other
6% were cricket coach or other; and
13% said other, with various answers including softball games and training, soccer, special and
community events, exercise and volunteering.

People were able to select multiple answers for this question.
The most notable statistic here is that the majority of respondents were NTFL spectators (63%) and players
(54%) and cricket spectators (28%) and players (23%).
What people like about Gardens Oval
Respondents were asked what they currently like about Gardens Oval. This was an open question to gather
qualitative responses. There were 315 responses to this question. There were three key themes that emerged,
with most responses able to be categorised into one or more of these themes:
• proximity/location
• good facilities and well maintained
• atmosphere/charm/history/beautiful setting.
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A selection of responses is included below:
Proximity/location
Close to where i live. Always looks nice.
Proximity to the city and beautiful sunsets
Location, grandstand under cover, parking
Location and setting amongst botanical gardens and beach Home of the Waratahs
Good facilities and well maintained
Nice green and well maintained community amenity
Great Ground with good facilities. I train there and play there regularly during the wet season.
Location. Great sporting venue. Good facilities. As a spectator enjoy the atmosphere.
The main oval is magnificent. I love the cricket and junior AFL club.
Atmosphere/charm/history/beautiful setting
The heritage. The location. It's fantastic having the oval in amongst the city.
Picturesque and in a perfect position to be and developed into an iconic stadium. Gets as good a breeze
as anywhere in Darwin, accessible from 3 directions, plenty of parking.
Incredibly scenic oval love it
It's aesthetically beautiful, surrounded by beautiful trees, with a nice intimate atmosphere for watching
events.
It has so much history to many. I grew up going to this oval and now my kids are using it too. Its great
for Darwin to grow with times and adding lights is a fantastic idea to grow local sports and events.
I love that the gardens oval has a real local community feel. When I first walked in the gates I felt the
history and loved seeing how welcome everyone was. It is a real community facility.
What people don’t like about Gardens Oval
Respondents were asked what they currently don’t like about Gardens Oval. This was an open question with
298 responses.
Most people said the main thing they currently don’t like about Gardens Oval was the lack of lights. Other
answers were mainly about the facilities and security and the condition of the second oval. A selection of
responses is included below:
Lack of lights
No lights, meaning when football training is on it is all dependant on day light. A large % of players at
our club work until 6 o'clock onwards and miss half of training. If lights were available we could push
back the start time of training to 6.15 - 6.30 and all players could train together.
My son plays long games of cricket for and has skin that burns very easily, even with sun protective
clothing its difficult to prevent sunburn. To sit and watch the games can also be hot. Lights at Warratahs
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will open up sport options to more families in the cool of the evening without damaging sun rays. It will
also promote use of the the clubs hospitality arm. It would be a positive step forward for sport in Darwin.
Lack of lights that restrict training at later, cooler times or being able to play games under lights , which
would allow a whole Waratahs or Banks family to play all their games from juniors to seniors in one day
at one ground.
Limited training and playing options due to no lights.
No lights to train or not play in the heat of the night games
Facilities and security
Club rooms need renovating, change rooms need renovating
Lacking some infrastructure - lights, change rooms (currently not enough), poor security
No ability to train or play at night time. The change rooms are dated & need upgrading
Nothing This oval should be kept for what it has always been a venue for footy and cricket clubs only the parking and surrounds are built and designed for this purpose only - to open it to other outdoor
events festivals etc would negatively effect the quality of the grounds and pitch for sporting events already there enough outdoor public space for festivals etc Keep some tradition in Darwin with this
being a sporting only venue.
Lack of First Aid facilities under grandstand, used to be there years ago, plus the change rooms need an
upgrade to include some sort of better cooling system, not necessarily air conditioning
security - too many break ins not enough top line events sheduled there
Condition of ovals
Muddy surface in the center on oval 1 during the wet season making it hard to play in.
The back oval could do with more seating for spectators and protection from the rain.
Need to keep replacing any big trees that are removed. It needs to have big shade trees.
Extending the use of Gardens Oval
Most survey respondents (88%) said they would like to see the use of Gardens Oval 1 extended beyond its
current use by the NTFL in the wet season and cricket in the dry season. This is reflective of the fact that most
respondents were NTFL and cricket spectators and players. 7% said no and 4% said they were unsure.
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The main users of Gardens Oval 1 is currently AFL clubs in the wet
season and cricket clubs in the dry season, during daylight hours.
Would you like to see the use of Gardens Oval 1 extended beyond its
current use?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

88%

Yes

7%

4%

No, prefer its use to
remain the same (go
to Q12)

Unsure

For those who said they would like to extend the use of Gardens Oval 1:
• 95% said they would like to have evening football and cricket games;
• 71% said sporting events (fun runs and other charity events);
• 63% said twilight community events;
• 58% said they would like to have local festivals at the oval;
• 36% said other sports; and
• 6% said other which included evening training, other sports and anything that could be there.
The results total more than 100% as respondents were able to select multiple preferences. The results of this
question are shown in the graph below.
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If you answered yes to the use of Gardens Oval 1
being extended, what type of activities would you
like to see there?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

95%

71%

63%

58%
36%

6%
Evening football Sporting events
and cricket
(fun runs and
games
other charity
events)

Twilight
community
events

Local festivals

Other sports

Other (please
specify)

Support or oppose lights at Gardens Oval
Most survey respondents said they would support the installation of lights at Gardens Oval 1 with 94% saying
yes, 4% saying no and 2% were unsure. The results are shown in the graph below:

Installing lights at Gardens Oval 1 would allow the
facility to be used into the evening. Would you
support the installation of lights at Gardens Oval
1?
100%

94%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Yes

4%

2%

No

Unsure
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Respondents were given the option to provide further comment to support their answer with 9% providing
further comment. A selection of the comments is included below:
Those who support the lights:
I also own a property on gardens rd and I don't mind the installation
Absolutely. I would attend far more often to see evening matches.
This brings Darwin in line with most other jurisdictions across the country.
with limited residential directly adjacent the oval and with the proximity to mindil it would allow
greater use of the space and resuce the need to play sport in the middle of the day which is extreme to
say the least.
Games of footy on a Sunday at midday are incredibly depressing. Saturday night would be much
funner!
I've been saying it needs lights for years.
Those who support the lights because of concern regarding day-time humidity and heat:
Let's get realistic. It's hot during the day. Night sport is much better and more appropriate in Darwin
It would be a great idea to get everyone out of the hot darwin sun during the day
Yes, Darwin needs more ovals capable of hosting evening footy games, to be able to shift games from
the dangerous hot part of the day
It would be a great idea to get everyone out of the hot darwin sun during the day
Yes, Darwin needs more ovals capable of hosting evening footy games, to be able to shift games from
the dangerous hot part of the day
evenings are the best time to play sport and have comunity activities because of our climate
My partner is an NTFL player for waratahs and their midday games are ridiculous seeing them play in
the heat is dangerous.
Those who would support in certain circumstances:
If light did not spread beyond the oval and if it was not left on when oval not being used
If the light towers were retractable and only used until 8pm on weeknights I would be prepared to
reconsider my current opposition to the proposed lighting.
it would help if a light of the same size and height was tested from the different locations that they will
be placed and how the shrouds would help if at all.
Only would support the installation of lights if strict time frames were adhered to that did not impact
and result in residents having to endure prolonged exposure at night to unnecessary bright lights. ALL
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new lights installed should have SHROUDS to direct the lighting to the specific area that needs to be list
without radiating unnecessarily to the entire vicinity
How would the cost be recouped. Is it a user pays proposal and/or an additional cost on the clubs that
use the facilities which may not be able to support the additional expenses
Those who do not support:
Too bright at night for all apartments in the area, compromise the tranquility of quite evening, devalue
further apartment propert prices, people using or committees proposing to install the lights will not
have their lifestyles compromised with glare. Just look at the Toyota / Kerry Holden caryards with their
extremely bright lights installed without community consultation. No lights!!
Concerns about lights at Gardens Oval
Most survey respondents said they didn’t have any concerns about lights being installed at Gardens Oval 1.
Of the total, 88% said they didn’t have any concerns and 12% did.

Do you have any concerns about lights being
installed at Gardens Oval 1?
Yes
12%

No
88%
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Those who did have concerns with lighting Gardens Oval 1 were asked to state their concerns. Their
responses can be grouped into the following three themes:

Impacts on
amenity

Costs of installing
and running the
lights

Impacts to wildlife
/ trees /beauty in
and around the
oval

A selection of responses is included below:
Impacts on amenity
I worry that people's lifestyle will be effected and I am not convinced by the Artist drawings (Image 8 –)
is correct, Artist images often do not give a true reflection of how it will work or look, I want to see
more true evidence of how these lights will look when on.
Impact on local residents, especially those living in Buffalo Court, Salonika Street, Warrego Court, Smith
Street, Myilly Point, Houston Street, Harriet Place, Dashwood Place. The lights will spoil their views in
the daytime, create light pollution at nighttime and attract insects.
We live nearby and the lights could be intrusive on our lifestyle.
affecting the amenity of owners homes in the area, who will be affected by the light as they ever look
the oval.
As my other comments above. Also, the golf course on several occasion forgot to turn off their brights
lights at night which meant light glare flooding into the bedroom until the next day.
the lights that will affect the use of my balcony and living room at night. At the moment there is a
problem with the lights on the tennis courts and they are not as big as the proposed lights for the oval.
Excessive noise at night & the height of the towers causing an unsightly look in a pretty part of town.
Light pollution for locals Increased vandalism for the oval and surrounds Increased noise at night for
locals
Costs of installing and running the lights
Cost - would it place a financial burden on the club that would lead to higher player fees? If the
increase is small or non-existent then I would support it.
I would only like to see the lights activated/used when events are on. This way the costs of running the
lights can be factored into the ticket/event cost.
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The cost, is there a way Council can assist with the cost of the power usage and/or look at solar panels
to assist with lowering ongoing costs.
Money should be spent on maintaining the oval. The poor drainage is a real health hazard. As a rural
resident if they have lights we will have to travel even further for our sport. Very frustrating and it
moves the Berrimah Line even close to DARWIN.
The money could be used to put training lights up for all 5 Alice springs ts clubs
Impacts to wildlife/ trees/ beauty in and around the oval
Be mindful of the beauty and history of gardens oval. Keep the large shade trees, don't remove any
large iconic trees for the light poles but work around them.
However - I would not like to see trees or shade disturbed by installation. Need to retain big beautiful
trees around the oval.
Make light towers with latest tech, limit the inherent ugliness associated with cheap fixes when
installing light towers.

Submission themes
There were 18 written submissions received. They can be categorised as follows:
Objections
•Thirteen (13) objecting to lights proposal
•Twelve (12) from Gardens residents and one from PLAN
Support
•Three (3) supporting the lights proposal
•Two from Gardens residents, one from sporting association/club
Submissions
•Two (2) submissions from lighting companies

All written submissions are provided in full in Appendix 2, including photos and attachments. To ensure
privacy, names and contact details have been removed.
Objections
The main basis for objecting to the proposal provided in the submissions can be grouped as follows:
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Impact on local amenity

Lack of trust

Setting a precedent for
more lighting

Gardens Oval not a
Regional Oval

The need to preserve
Darwin's green belt

More information is
needed to understand
impact

Impact on local amenity
The main reason provided for opposing the lights at Gardens Oval 1 is that some residents feel that lighting
the area six days a week will compromise their lifestyle.
Many feel that the area is already negatively affected by lighting from the golf course, the tennis courts and
Skycity Casino. Some residents at Buffalo Court complained about ‘lighting pollution’ from the Stuart Highway,
where some businesses operate lighting 24/7.
Some residents mentioned that they bought in The Gardens because of the unique environment and natural
amphitheatre and uninterrupted views across the trees to the ocean.
Some believe that the impact of oval lights would be more severe because of the highrise nature of apartment
living surrounding the area, with many buildings on the escarpment looking out over the gardens and ovals.
They believe their elevation results in greater visibility and consequently higher impact from the lights. Some
commented that a lit oval would be more appropriately located in a less populated area nearer to lower rise
residential properties or at the Marrara sports complex.
Another concern is the increased activity in the area as a result of extended training and games, with more
noise and traffic in the area and the resultant pressure on parking.
Another concern was the potential for anti-social behaviour as a result of crowds and movement to and from
training and games. Some residents felt it was unfair that they bear the burden of the noise and inconvenience,
while those getting the benefit of the lights go home to their quieter suburbs. It’s worth noting here that some
attendees at the community meeting commented that they are both local residents and sports people who
approve of the lights, so the distinction is not necessarily clear cut.
Residents overlooking the oval fear their wellbeing will be affected by ‘lights shining into their units’, with the
detriment to their amenity causing stress and lost sleep.
One resident said the existing glare from the golf course was so bad that he had previously invited Council
aldermen to his unit to show how he could perform ‘shadow puppetry’ against the glare of his wall. This
resident was angry that this complaint had remained unaddressed, which would influence his perception of
the new proposal.
Some quotes that further explain these concerns are provided below:
We should be entitled just like everybody else to be able to come home and to enjoy peace and quiet
whether it be watching tv or sitting outside on our balconies without the ... intrusion of lights 6 days a
week.
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We spend most evenings on our balcony enjoying the nice view to Mindil Beach over the golf course
and the ovals. Our objection is the light pollution that will adversely affect the pleasant ambience of
our apartment which was an attraction when we purchased the place seven year ago.
Due to the basin topography of the area and the surrounding land use, Gardens Oval is totally unsuited
for intense lighting from 32 metre high towers as proposed. Medium and high rise residential buildings
occupy the higher ground surrounding the low lying oval. The glare from the upward light spill is
excessive. Many residents will be affected by light pollution night after night but this would be of no
concern to supporters of the lighting who for the most part do not live in the area.
I have actually changed my opinion and definitely want to give the feedback that the installation of
shrouds on the proposed lights will NOT solve the radiant light issue to surrounding residents and will
definitely negatively affect those living in the entire area.
My residence overlooks the oval. This will interfere with my privacy and I am totally opposed to this
occurring.
It would not deal with the problem of the “riff raff”. The Council is not the police force and I cannot
believe those I spoke to genuinely believe that lighting the ovals will solve the problem.
They (the lights) will be a blot on the landscape from every direction, lit or unlit! The beams of light
will disturb us rate paying humans as well as any bird, animal or wildlife in the vicinity.
I also object to the increased traffic that will be speeding up and down Smith Street and around the
Lambell Terrace round about and down the hill past Skycity.
The light will still spill from activities of night activities and will clearly be in prominent view from my
premises, especially noticeable in the evenings, which will impinge on the use and enjoyment of my
own property. We already hear the afternoon training exercise drills, person’s voices and whistles, ect.
Fine with that as it is. But not 6 nights a week until 9pm.
The light generated from these towers do not only shine down it also eliminates upwards, as is evident
where you can see the Light Towers at Marrara Sports complex when in operation 10 kilometres away
where the light spill can be seen from my unit at Warrego Court Larrakeyah.
No matter what people say operating these Light Towers from 6 pm to late 6 days a week we have
expressed it will be a huge intrusion on the quality of our life’s and the cause of possible mental
health, it will also have a huge effect on the surrounding Eco system wildlife and fauna in a small
valuable area at night time.
Lack of trust
A strong theme in the submissions and comments during the public meeting is the lack of trust in council and
government decision-making and consultation.
Many cited the Gardens Park Golf Links lighting proposal which attracted resident opposition in 2014. A lasting
reminder for many residents of this proposal is a light which was installed as a trial on hole 1 in the early stages
of the proposal. Residents spoke of that light and its continued use and their frustration in being unable to
complain about what they see as continued unlawful use.
In relation to current proposal to light Gardens Oval 1, some residents noted that the scope had changed and
that this might mean the scope will change again in the future. Reference was made to media coverage in
2016 which stated that the proposal was for 100 lux only.
There is a lack of trust in the ability of the shields to direct the light glare down, a view strongly influenced by
past experience with the Gardens Park Golf Links lighting proposal where residents recount first-hand
experience of the light shining up at their windows. The existing light glare from Skycity, the tennis courts, the
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security lighting at the Gardens Oval carpark and businesses along Stuart Highway heighten a sense of
cumulative impacts.
Finally, frustration was expressed in the lack of action in response to previous complaints about ‘light pollution’
in the area and a consequent lack of trust in managing light issues in the future.
Some quotes that further explain these concerns are provided below:
Trust is a major issue for me.
The golf course lights are fitted with shades that are supposed to mitigate the upward spill of light but
are not effective.
So initially you get in principle agreement with something light on then you morph it into what you
really are after. So sure as hell going to morph into 5000 lux for national & international standard
matches in the near future.
The community will be the last to know when the Council, the AFLNT and NT Cricket get together in the
future to further morph this oval into a premier elite facility with super luxed lighting.
Instead of a Gardens Precinct (Mindil, Casino, Little Mindil, Tennis Courts, Ovals & golf course) the
community will end up the proud owners of 50+ hectares fully lit up – likely a legacy able to be seen
from space.
The bus trip organised to look at the Palmerston lights further entrenches mistrust in all parties
concerned with this consultation process. We were shown lights with 6 poles with only 8 lights per
pole (32 lights) at 100 lux and no definitive response to questions of height but possibly up to 28 m
from a ground level aspect. Resident affected are going to endure 80 lights on 4 x32 m poles (20
lights per pole) at 600 lux in houses that at 15m plus higher. Not a comparison which engenders trust
in those that conceived of this demonstration to show us what we might endure.
Setting a precedent for more lighting in the Gardens area
A theme that emerged through the objections was the concern that allowing lights at Gardens Oval 1 would
set a precedent and open up the rest of the Gardens area to be lit in the future, including Gardens Oval 2 and
eventually the golf course.
Some mentioned that the darkened area around the botanical gardens was part of the appeal of moving to
the area and that the prospect of the area progressively opening up to lights was concerning.
Some quotes that further explain these concerns are provided below:
We are already affected by the light spillage and noise from the Casino flashing entrance signs which
is approximately 400 m away, not to mention the venues afternoon/ evening music, concerts and
ongoing functions, landing and take off by Helicopters. The tennis courts lighting, which are also more
than 400 meters away, already affect us by means of causing an Island of light in an otherwise
darkened area, though tolerate this and appreciating and supporting the communities pursuits of
physical and social activities, as it isn't 363 days of the year.
Should the Garden Oval 1 proposal be accepted then AFL-NT and NT Cricket can then submit a further
proposal for the second oval to have light towers also erected which would then produce even more
light, it should also be considered if the first proposal by the above parties AFL-NT & NT Cricket is
approved for Oval 1 a precedent has then been set for other facilities who have had past proposal
denied they will be able to submit a proposal for lights towers which would then mean in a very small
area there would be a number of high powered Light Towers operating that are producing large
amounts of Light pollution and intruding into surrounding residents homes.
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Gardens Oval is not a Regional Oval
A few residents and PLAN questioned the appropriateness of Gardens Oval being classified as a Regional Oval
under the City of Darwin’s Sports Field Plan 2016-26. In its submission, PLAN stated that the surrounding
Gardens environment and land use means that Gardens Oval can’t meet the standard of this classification.
PLan believes that the oval should be used for local games and events only.
Another view expressed in the objections was that building on facilities and services at Marrara is a better
solution.
Some quotes that further explain these concerns are provided below:
Gardens Oval is an old oval, part of the Mindil Beach Precinct, sitting alongside the George Brown
Botanic Gardens, next to the Mindil foreshore within a natural amphitheatre framed by the escarpment
running from Myilly Point to Bullocky Point. It is a traditional public oval with an historically unique
natural family atmosphere. It is a relatively small multipurpose oval which cannot possibly meet the
standard of Council’s new classification system as a Regional Oval.
The NTAFL have ample oval access at Mararra and additional lighting there would in my opinion
provide a solution to your needs into the foreseeable future.
See The Sports Field 2016-2026 City of Darwin document which … which appears to address the needs
of elite sporting bodies without consulting with and to the detriment of the general public.
I would like to point out that Marrara Sporting Complex was built with tax payers money to give ALL
sporting bodies access to all the facilities that were needed, to train and play a proliferation of sports.
Why now, is there a need to open Gardens Park six nights a week with towering lights, presumably at
Tax and Rate Payers expense, when we already have like facilities ready waiting and in the vicinity of
where the people who want to use them, live. How many of the sports people involved actually LIVE
in this area?
Preservation of Darwin’s green belt
Residents spoke of the need to preserve Darwin’s green belt for the benefit of people, animals and birdlife.
PLan also spoke of the importance of this in their submission. One resident suggested an environmental report
on light and noise pollution before any decision is made on lighting the oval. The proximity to the George
Brown Botanical Gardens and any impact on nocturnal animals there should also be investigated.
Some quotes that further explain these concerns are provided below:
I really am not sure why this area of Darwin … a green belt area in Darwin is always under pressure in
some way! This … area is really a very special spot! It is an area that gives real character to Darwin.
Not only will these lightening towers be a real eyesore , but there will also be an impact from this kind
of lightening on our local nocturnal wildlife.
We really need to be putting all efforts into beautifying the place not making it less attractive!
Others and I wish too see the Darwin City green-belt park land preserved as a day time recreational
space only; objecting to any possible increase of nuisance behavior which may created by ongoing
evening activities and will possibly seek to place a perpetual injunction on such future lighting
development proposals.
I am concern for the flora and fauna aspects of the course, due to the ongoing lighting of the course
and do not believe that the Department of Lands, Planning and Environment have properly evaluated
the situation, concerning the abundant movements of native nocturnal species with in the vicinity
which nest or use the grounds of the adjacent Botanical Gardens nature reserve area, wildlife with the
in the wider & recognized 'Gardens/Mindil Beach Area green belt’.
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Inadequate information available to understand real impact
Given the lack of trust, some residents felt that computer-generated models that show light glare and spill on
the surrounding area is inadequate. Some felt that a physical light spill test or trial is needed so residents can
see the real impact. Again residents spoke of the elevated residential properties looking over Gardens Oval
and the mistrust in the effectiveness of shrouds/sheilds to direct the light down.
Some quotes that further explains this concern are provided below:
I also disagree with any refusal, or statements, which infer to be impractical to install a temporary
lighting structure to see how neighbors would be affected. As this is the only manner of how the
proposal can be properly gauged. As we saw by the Gardens Golf Course Lighting, the computer
generated spill reports were hardly worth the paper they were printed upon, only by a live lighting
experience was this in fact witnessed and agreed and subsequently upon. Maybe the whole proposal
requires lower lighting towers with less ambitious lighting levels. 12m towers and 100 Lux maximum.
For training purposes only.
it would help if a light of the same size and height was tested from the different locations that they
will be placed and how the shrouds would help if at all.
Support
Three written submissions supported the lights proposal. The most detailed was the joint submission by the
Football Federation NT and Port Darwin Football Club regarding the impact of heat related illness in sport
played in Darwin’s heat. The submission explains that sport is played in Darwin under hotter and more humid
conditions than most other places in Australia. This represents challenges for sporting administrators, not
the least of which is the appropriate scheduling of game times.
What has become obvious during my investigation of this matter, is that if sports administrators in
Darwin (and beyond) are to take heat risk and their duty of care to players and other participants
seriously, then they need to amend their game schedules to accommodate more games during cooler
times of the year, and cooler times of the day.
To support these changes to game schedules, sports grounds around Darwin (and beyond) will need
to be provided with lights to support more night time matches (and training sessions).
Sports administrators cannot ignore the very serious risks posed to players and participants
associated with the heat and humidity in Darwin and councils and grounds/venue owners/managers
need to play their part inproviding suitable facilities to support the safe conduct of sport in Darwin
(and beyond).
The concern regarding playing sport in the heat and humidity of the wet season day was raised by many
survey respondents (see above) and is a strong theme that has emerged in support of the lighting proposal.
The other two submissions offering support were from Gardens residents, and were brief:
I am a local resident of The Gardens and welcome the extra use of the oval to increase community
participation in sport.
I think it would be fantastic and well overdue for the oval to be used at night time and would be a
massive financial boost for the hosts of the Oval, Waratah cricket and football to be able to use the
club to its full benefit at last, it's a white elephant as it is. I can't see it being any problem for us at
Raffles and other parts of the Gardens community so long as it is kept to a reasonable hour.
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Summary of feedback
The feedback can be summarised as follows:

94% of survey
respondents

Three written
submissions

Gardens Oval is a
community facility

Mainly from sporting
fraternity but also wider
community

Gardens Oval is currently
underutilised

4% of survey
respondents

People worry about their
kids playing sport in the
heat and humidity

13 written submissions

Mainly long-term Darwin
residents

Gardens residents, PLAN

Want to protect their
amenity and Darwin's
greenbelt

Support the lights

Oppose the lights

Objection grounded in
mistrust of government
and council decisionmaking

The case supporting the lights
It's not desirable but an essential upgrade.
It would be a great idea to get everyone out of the hot darwin sun during the day
It would be so fantastic for the cricket and football clubs if Council decides to put lights in.
Yes, Darwin needs more ovals capable of hosting evening footy games, to be able to shift games from the
dangerous hot part of the day
This should be done asap - fewer daylight hours in the dry season restricts the usage times for oval 1
I've been saying it needs lights for years.
Absolutely. I would attend far more often to see evening matches.
Friday night footy! Thursday twighlight 20-20 matches and then stroll to mindil markets for dinner
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The case opposing the lights
Extra noise and congestion from cars / traffic and crowds / sirens, street parking issues, plus light
pollution. Also over time the amount of usage and times will expand to what is stated currently as more
organisations wish to use the facilities, even extending to outside of sporting organisations. I don't trust
councils to keep their word on what they state will occur. In the future there will be more and more
changes to usage. Then our property values may be damaged.
Impact on local residents, especially those living in Buffalo Court, Salonika Street, Warrego Court, Smith
Street, Myilly Point, Houston Street, Harriet Place, Dashwood Place. The lights will spoil their views in the
daytime, create light pollution at nighttime and attract insects.
As my other comments above. Also, the golf course on several occasion forgot to turn off their brights
lights at night which meant light glare flooding into the bedroom until the next day.
High potential for light and noise pollution interfering with the amenity and enjoyment of my home.
I live at (address removed for privacy) Larrakeyah, the view from my balcony is over golf course/gardens
oval & bright lights would be right in the in the middle of that view.
the lights that will affect the use of my balcony and living room at night. At the moment there is a
problem with the lights on the tennis courts and they are not as big as the proposed lights for the oval.
That it takes way from the ambience of the region. The Gardens is a beautiful spot during the day and is
very quintessential Darwin as it currently stands. There needs to be pockets of Darwin that remain as
reminders of heritage to the city.
You can do your utmost to put in your so called unobtrusive lightings however it has been demonstrated
to me that lights on off angle glare brightness are still under the control of someone and to date those in
charge of the current lighting of the car park in the complex have demonstrated they have no desire to
turn down the lights in the car park. I asked them some time back to simply turn them down so they
covered the car park (which was the reason they gave me for being there) instead of shining all the way
up the hill into my lounge room. Locals had to undergo a long and arduous campain to stop the lighting of
the golf course. That succeeded but such action takes its toll on all concerned. And now we are under
threat of having to so campaign again. The same arguments these 2 groups use for lighting the oval can
be used to light the adjacent "practice" oval and then the golf course will have another go. So tired of
having to constantly be viligant about amenity of our living environs.... so tired I am plain Angry that once
again the community must take on the "big players" just to protect their amenity. The questions you ask
above about gender age address demonstrate to me that you will use the responses to "shuffle" the
numbers of or "weight" the responses of submitters. So immediately on opening up your survey you
destroyed my trust in your results.
Concerns
Some people did not oppose the lights but expressed some concerns which included:
•
•
•
•
•

the shields won’t be effective in minimising light spill;
the lights may be left on longer than required;
the costs of installing and running the lights is unclear;
unsightly light towers will ruin the beauty of the area;
impacts to nearby wildlife and the trees on the oval is unknown.
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If light did not spread beyond the oval and if it was not left on when oval not being used
They might be too bright.
ALL lights must have SHROUDS to direct the lighting to the specific area that requires the lighting rather
than glaring to the entire vicinity and surrounds negatively impacting upon residents. Also strict time lines
should be given that the lights are only on at the necessary times in use - the tennis courts near Mindil are
UNNNECESSARILY left on until late into the night with the glaring bright lights negatively impacting upon
our home
Overall I think using the oval to it's fullest capacity is a good thing.Please keep in mind light & noise issues
for the residents.Not all residents work 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday.I work Friday to Tuesday 10pm to
6am.I actually try to sleep between 6pm to 9pm.It's a peaceful environment to live at the moment.I'm not
against progress & accept it's good for the community overall.
Concern about the clubs which use the facilities being subject significant increase in lease costs to
amortise the capital costs as well as their ability to afford to pay the power costs. Given that most clubs
are already cash strapped
Cost to the community or users - who is paying for the lights? security and safety to the area at night
time. Also increased traffic across the road to the car park with kids at night - needs a speed reduction
Trenching for power cables, light footings, damage to trees, turf, irrigation infrastructure, durations of
works
As long as they are as environmentally friendly as the NT Gov can make them there should be no
problem, they will not be on all hours of the night. They are not a problem in the northern subburbs and
they were built years ago and I'm sure before plenty of advancements in technology
impact on local wildlife. impact on who will pay for them - both initially and ongoing lighting costs. are
AFL and cricket going to pay for them being turned on just for them, seems a small section of the
population will benefit. pllease ensure the most environmentally appropriate lighting is chosen
Concern about the clubs which use the facilities being subject significant increase in lease costs to
amortise the capital costs as well as their ability to afford to pay the power costs. Given that most clubs
are already cash strapped
Concerns are if corners are cut and the lights installed are not appropriate for use. If this means waiting
another 1-2 years or more for funding then it would be worth the wait for a better product.
The longevity of the technology and how Council may recoup running costs for the lights.
The costs, the asethics, over use of the facility, increase the amount of time that the club house at the
oval would be open.
Be mindful of the beauty and history of gardens oval. Keep the large shade trees, don't remove any large
iconic trees for the light poles but work around them.
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Questions and answers during consultation period
Residents asked a number of questions during the consultation period some of which are summarised below
along with the answer provided.
Question

Answer

What is being proposed?

•

Gardens Oval consists of a pavilion and two ovals.

•

This proposal is for lights to be installed at Gardens Oval 1 which is
the oval located on the corner of Gardens Road and Gilruth
Avenue and adjacent to the George Brown Botanic Gardens and
the Amphitheatre.

•

Gardens Oval 2 is located on the other side of the stadium and is
not included in the lights proposal.

Who is proposing lights at

•

Gardens Oval 1?

AFLNT and NT Cricket approached City of Darwin in 2016 about
installing lights at Gardens Oval 1.

•

Council directed AFLNT and NT Cricket to consult with
stakeholders, residents and the community before deciding on
whether to support the proposal.

Why are lights needed?

•

AFLNT and NT Cricket need more space to grow their sports in the
Territory.

•

Both are being held back by the absence of lights due to training
time restrictions.

•

AFLNT needs access to lit facilities to sustain its substantial growth
in the women’s and junior competitions.

•

NT Cricket has just one lit facility (with only two wickets) available
in the entire Darwin and Palmerston region. There is currently no
capacity to respond to the demand for cricket in alternative times
and formats. Chief amongst this is a social women’s competition,
which currently must be run on a weeknight prior to sunset, which
is very restrictive.

Why Gardens Oval?

•

Gardens Oval is centrally located and iconic.

•

It is located within close proximity to the Darwin CBD and popular
beaches and entertainment venues.
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•

Gardens Oval 1 is currently limited to daylight use and is not
fulfilling its potential as a sporting venue.

•

Lighting at Gardens Oval 1 is a significant investment that will
secure Gardens Oval as a critical piece of sporting infrastructure
for inner Darwin.

What

sort

of

lights

are

•

proposed?

The proposal includes the installation of four light poles that
achieve a maximum brightness of 600 lux in the centre of the oval.
The steel poles would be 32 metres in height. The recommended
system utilises metal halide luminaires each with a glare shield and
rear visor to prevent unwanted light spill to the surrounding area.

How bright will the lights be?

•

600 lux would be the maximum illumination of the lights.
o

Cricket requires 600 lux at the wicket (Friday)

o

Football requires 300 lux across the field (Saturday)

o

Cricket and football training requires 100 lux only
(weekdays)

How often would the lights be

•

turned on?
Will it attract more people to

to 9:00pm.
•

the local area resulting in more
noise, sirens and cars?

Use of the lighting would be restricted from Monday to Saturday

Training during the week is unlikely to significantly increase noise
and activity or have a negative impact on surrounding areas.

•

During night games on Saturdays there may be more traffic
around the oval. Spectators would be advised to be mindful of
neighbours during the event and when leaving.

•

Extra activity during occasional night games would generate
movement in and around the oval.

Which sports will be able to use

•

NTAFL and NT Cricket clubs are currently the main users of

the oval given its hours of

Gardens Oval, and it would be these sports who will initially take

operation will be extended by

up use of the oval during the evening.

the lights?

•

As a Council-owned facility, Council’s will decide on the use of the
oval by other sporting clubs and events into the future.

Who is paying for the lights?

•

Funding for this proposal is available through the NT
Government’s Urban and Regional Oval Lights Program.

How much will the lights cost?

•

The cost of installing the lights is estimated to be $1.2 million.
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What is the proposed timeframe

•

for constructing the lights?
Will

the

illumination

AFLNT and NT Cricket would like the lights installed as soon as
possible following necessary approvals.

be

•

No, the maximum illumination will be capped at 600 lux.

•

As a Council-owned facility, City of Darwin will decide whether it

increased beyond 600 lux in the
future at Gardens Oval?
Who makes the decision about
whether the lights can be

approves the proposal.

installed at Gardens Oval 1?

Next steps
This report has been prepared after a nine-week consultation process on the proposal by AFLNT and NT
Cricket to install lights at Gardens Oval 1.
It is recommended that the next steps are:
•

•

•

Council consider the consultation and report, including the feedback received by stakeholders,
residents and the community, noting:
o Support for the installation of lights at Gardens Oval 1 is high at 94% of survey respondants.
The supporters are made up of individuals and organisations engaged in sport and other
leisure activities, and families across Darwin who’s kids play sport.
o Thirteen (13) written objections were received, 12 from residents who live in the
surrounding area and one from PLAN.
Council release the report to the public on City of Darwin’s website, and authorise True North
Strategic Communication to provide a copy to those who made a submission or requested to be kept
informed; and
Council’s decision on Gardens Oval 1 be communicated back to stakeholders, residents and the
community, with reference to the information gathered during the consultation process and how
this guided Council decision-making.
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APPENDIX 1 – TECHNICAL REPORT AND ATTACHMENTS, NTBS CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A sports flood lighting installation to achieve a maintained horizontal illuminance of 600 Lux at the wicket and
a maintained horizontal illuminance of 300 Lux for the entire oval can be achieved whilst complying with the
requirements of Australian Standard for the Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting, AS4282 at
Gardens Oval No.1
The recommended system is based on a four-pole scheme utilising metal halide luminaires with remote
control gear trays to be housed in an enclosure at the base of each light pole.
BACKGROUND
NTBS Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd were engaged by AFLNT and NT Cricket to:
Undertake a preliminary sports lighting design for Gardens Oval No.1
Provide a report outlining the design principles and results
Provide a brief description of the system and the works that would be required to be undertaken to achieve
recommended lux levels at the playing surface for Australian Rules Football and Cricket, and
Ultimately determine if the proposed installation would comply with the relevant Australian Standards.
STAKEHOLDERS
The following key stakeholders have been involved in the preliminary design process:
City of Darwin Council
AFLNT
NT Cricket
True North Strategic Communication
REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION & APPLICABLE STANDARDS
The following documentation has been used as a reference during the preliminary design process:
AS/NZS 3000:2007 Electrical Installations – Wiring Rules
AS/NZS 3008:2017 Electrical Installations – Selection of Cables
AS 2560.1 Sports Lighting – General Principles
AS2560.2.3 Sports Lighting – Lighting for Football
AS 4282 – Control of The Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting
Community Cricket Facility Guidelines – Guidance Note 4 – Floodlighting
5.0 DEFINITIONS
Luminous Flux: The measure of the quantity of light. Lumen: The derived unit of luminous flux.
Illuminance: the luminous flux arriving at a surface divided by the area of the illuminated surface Average
Horizontal Illuminance: The arithmetic mean of the horizontal illuminance values determined for all of the
points in either the calculation or measurement grid as applicable to the method of determination.
Lux: The SI (international system of units) unit of illuminance. (1 lux = 1 lumen/sq.m)
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Luminaire: Equipment which houses the lamp and directs the light in desired directions. It includes items
necessary for fixing, protecting and operating the lamp (i.e. the light fitting).
DESIGN CRITERIA
The following design criteria were established prior to commencing the preliminary sports lighting design:
An average horizontal illuminance of 600 Lux at the square for cricket (client requirement)
An average horizontal illuminance of 300 Lux for football (client requirement)
A minimum horizontal uniformity of 0.7 (ratio between minimum and average illuminance)
A minimum horizontal uniformity of 0.5 (ratio between minimum and maximum illuminance)
A maximum allowable lux level on the vertical plane at the boundary of nearby residential buildings of 10 Lux
Refer to Attachment A, extract from AS 2560.2.3 which outlines Lighting Criteria for the various levels of
football.
Refer to Attachment B, extract from Community Cricket Facility Guidelines for the various levels of cricket.
Refer to Attachment C, extract from AS 4282 – Control of The Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting for details
pertaining to allowable lux levels at residential boundaries.
7.0 OVERVIEW OF DESIGN PROCEDURES AND OUTCOMES
Note: The design outcomes stated in this report are estimates only based on a preliminary and nonexhaustive sports lighting design and are not to be used for tender or construction purposes.
Light Poles
A site inspection was carried out on the 10th of April 2017. It was determined that a four-pole scheme would
be best suited to the oval due to the position of existing major features such as the grandstand, clubhouse and
trees.
The mounting height of the proposed floodlight installation was calculated utilising the four-pole scheme as
outlined in Australian Standards AS 2560.2.3 – Sports Lighting – Lighting for Football and also complies with
Community Cricket Facility Guidelines – Guidance Note 4 – Floodlighting
The poles are required to be 32metres in height, shall be fabricated from steel and have a bored pier footing
or similar. Careful consideration needs to be given to the final and exact location of each light pole during the
detailed design and construction process with respect to existing features, structures and concealed services.
Luminaires
The four-pole sports floodlighting system has been modelled on a professional lighting design software. The
proposed luminaires are Thorn Champion 2000W Metal Halide Asymmetrical Floodlights complete with glare
shields and rear visors. From the model, we have been able to determine the approximate number of
luminaires required to meet the design criteria. Table 1 outlines the number of luminaires required to achieve
the illuminance levels for various levels of play.
Table 1
Code

Level of Play

Football

Amateur/Semi Pro Training
Amateur Club Competition
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Illuminance
Luminaires
50 Lux
16
100 Lux
24

of
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Cricket

Semi Professional Competition
Professional Competition
Non-body Contact Training
Match Practice
Non-televised Matches (Class 2)

300 Lux
500 Lux
100 Lux
300 Lux
600 Lux

60
72
24
60
80

Control of Glare and the Obtrusive Effects of Light
The proposed design has taken into account the effects of glare on both the players, spectators and residents
in the surrounding area. The installation height of the luminaires has been calculated such that they comply
with the parameters of glare as stated in Australian Standards AS 2560.2.3 – Sports Lighting – Lighting for
Football.
The installation as a whole has been designed to comply with Australian Standards AS 4282 – Control of the
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting. Further consideration should be given to obtrusive light effects during
the detailed design and construction process.
The proposed light fittings are supplied with a glare shield to prevent any unwanted light spill to the
surrounding area. The lighting manufacturer has provided a secondary calculation to verify that the installation
will comply with the requirements of AS 4282 – Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting, Refer to
Attachment E for details.

Glare Shield
Light Source
Rear Visor
Mounting
Bracket
Image 1 – Thorn Champion 2000W Metal Halide Luminaire
The following images are simulated renders from the lighting design software.
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Image 2 – View from Tiger Brennan Stand towards Skycity End Goal Posts (600 Lux)

Image 3 View from tiger Brennan Stand towards CBD End Goal Posts (600Lux)
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Image 4 – Aerial View from Gardens Road Side of Oval No.1 (600 Lux)

Image 5 – View of Oval No.1 from Gardens Road (600 Lux)
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Image 6 – View of Oval No.1 from (approximate) Junction of Gilruth Avenue and Gardens Road

Image 7 – Aerial View

8.0 EXISTING OUTDOOR LIGHTING WITHIN THE VICINITY
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A survey of the existing outdoor lighting installations in the vicinity of Gardens Oval was undertaken at 9pm
on 10th of May 2017. Lux levels were recorded from the existing installations at ground level. The following
table outlines the current lux levels.
Table 2
Location
Gardens Road
Gilruth Avenue
Chin Quan Road
Gardens Tennis Courts

Average Horizontal Illuminance
8 Lux
12 Lux
8 Lux
160 Lux

The recorded existing lux levels were modelled with the proposed sports lighting system to provide an
indication of the overall view and impact the sports lighting system will have on the area.

Image 8 – View of Existing and Proposed Lighting Systems from (approximate) Smith Street (600 Lux)
Refer also to the artists impressions and Luminaire manufacturers calculations in the attachments section for
further images.
HOURS OF OPERATION
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AFLNT and NT Cricket have given preliminary advice regarding the frequency and duration the sports lighting
system would potentially be used for a typical week as follows:
Table 3
AFL – Hours of Operation (Wet Season)
Day
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
6pm to 9pm6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm Not in Use

Lux
Level
Table 4

100
Lux100
Lux100
Lux100
Lux100
Lux300
Lux0 Lux
(training) (training)
(training)
(training)
(training)
(match)

Cricket – Hours of Operation (Dry Season)
Day
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
6pm to 9pm6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm 6pm to 9pm Not in Use

100
Lux100
Lux100
Lux100
Lux600
Lux0 Lux
(training) (training)
(training)
(training)
(match)

Sun
Not in Use

0 Lux

Lux
Level
A basic lighting control system would be installed near the clubhouse to enable the new sports lights to be
switched to the lux levels for the particular event being undertaken.
A minimum of 3No. switching arrangements is recommended as follows:
100lux for AFL amateur club competition.
300lux for AFL semi-professional competition.
600lux for regional and local level cricket competition.
10.0 COST ESTIMATION
A budget cost estimate has been carried out for the proposed lighting installation, the estimated cost of works
is $1,200,000 + GST.
The following items were included in the budget cost estimate;
Light fittings, Lighting Towers, Submains Cabling, Trenching, Structural Footings, Switchboards, Lighting
Controls and Labour.
11.0 ATTACHMENTS
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Attachment A – extract from AS 2560.2.3
Attachment B – extract from Community Cricket Facility Guidelines
Attachment C – extract from AS 4282 – Control of The Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting
Attachment D – Site Plan
Attachment E – Thorn Lighting Design and Calculation of the Effects of Obtrusive Light
Attachment F – Luminaire Technical Data Sheet
Attachment G – Light Pole 3D Model
Attachment H – Artists Impression Day time
Attachment J – Artists Impression Night time
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Attachment A
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Attachment B
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Attachment c
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Attachment D
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Attachment E – 1 – Thorn Lighting Design and Calculation of the Effects of Obtrusive Light
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Attachment E – 2
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Attachment E - 3

Attachment E - 4
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Attachment F – Luminaire Technical Data Sheet
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Champion
96261232 CHAMPION 2KW HQITSL CL2 WI
Times New Roman
Cable

2000W HIT-DE OSL

Champion
A high performance asymmetrical discharge floodlight for 1
x 2000W HIT-DE OSL lamp. magnetic. Class II electrical,
IP66 optical and gear compartment, IK08. Body: unpainted
die-cast aluminium. Enclosure: 4mm toughened flat glass.
Luminaire fixed by single bolt through Ø22mm central hole,
or twins bolts through Ø15mm holes at 100mm centres.
Cable gland for Ø7.5 to 13mm cable. Aiming via integrated
sights. Ideal for sports field and stadium lighting. Complete
with ignitor. Gear tray to be ordered separately. Lamp to be
ordered separately.
Total power: 2075 W
Dimensions: 598 x 720 x 448 mm
Weight: 18.9 kg
Scx: 0.185 m²

TLG_CHMP_F_PDB.jpg
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150°

150°

120°

90°

120°

1200

800

90°

400

60°

60°

30°
cd/klm
TLG_CHMP_M_U1.wmf

Lamp position: V2
Light Source: 1 x HIT-DE OSL / 2000W
Luminaire luminous flux*: 163680 lm
Lamp luminous flux: 1 x 220000 lm
LOR: 0,74 ULOR: 0,00 DLOR: 0,74

30°
0°
TLLA_C22L2B.ldt

Luminaire efficacy*: 79 lm/W
Lamp efficacy: 106 lm/W
Ballast: 1x MAG
Luminaire input power*: 2075 W Lambda = 0.98

All values marked with an * are rated values. Unless stated otherwise, the values apply to an ambient temperature of 25°C.
Thorn Lighting is constantly developing and improving its products. The right is reserved to change specifications without prior notification or public announcement.
© Thorn Lighting
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Attachment G – Light Pole 3D Model
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Appendis H – Artists Impression Day Time
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Appendix J – Artist’s Impression Night Time
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APPENDIX 2 - SURVEY DATA REPORT
Q1 Where do you live?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Darwin CBD / Waterfront / Larrakeyah / Cullen Bay

67

17.09%

The Gardens

25

6.38%

Parap / Fannie Bay

60

15.31%

Stuart Park / Bayview / Woolner

45

11.48%

Northern Suburbs

126

32.14%

Palmerston

37

9.44%

Rural

10

2.55%

Other (please specify)

22

5.61%

answered question

392

skipped question

0

Q2 How long have you lived in the Northern Territory?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Less than one (1) year

16

4.10%

One to five (5) years

83

21.28%

Five (5) to ten (10) years

69

17.69%

More than ten (10) years

222

56.92%

answered question

390

skipped question

2

Q3 Male or female?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Male

245

62.82%

Female

145

37.18%

answered question

390

skipped question

2

Q4 Age?
Response
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Response count

Response per cent

66

Under 18

22

5.64%

19 to 30

125

32.05%

31 to 45

128

32.82%

46 to 60

90

23.08%

Over 60

25

6.41%

answered question

390

skipped question

2

Q5 Do you (or your family) use or visit Gardens Oval?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Yes

353

90.28%

No (go to Q10)

38

9.72%

answered question

391

skipped question

1

Q6 If you (or your family) use or visit Gardens Oval, how often do you?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Often (more than once a week)

110

31.07%

Regularly (once a week)

74

20.90%

Occasionally (once every two or three weeks)

80

22.60%

Sometimes (once every few months)

57

16.10%

Rarely (once or twice a year)

33

9.32%

answered question

354

skipped question

38

Q7 Why do you (or your family) use or visit Gardens Oval?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

NTFL player

191

53.80%

Cricket player

83

23.38%

NTFL spectator

225

63.38%

Cricket spectator

100

28.17%

NTFL coach or other

56

15.77%

Cricket coach or other

23

6.48%

Other (please specify)

45

12.68%
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answered question

355

skipped question

37

Other - responses
Special events spectator
Softball player
husband and kids sports
Don't
Walking and softball training
Softball player
SOFTBALL training grounds and got personal use
Soccer
Events at the club
partner plays for tahs
volunteer
Auskick Sessions
Community events
Work
NTFL Official
Kick the footy
Cancer council walk
Football
Community events (last time was relay for life)
Community person
Local resident
Soccer
Kick footy
Son is a player
Also involved with Port Darwin soccer club which uses Gardens for training and games
Walking
exercise
NTFL Umpire
Clubhouse used as venue for events of other associations
eventsn such as cancer council, adjacent ovals for soccer
NTFL umpire
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Both Kids play footy for Tahs and train twice a week
Recreational footballer
Home overlooks Gardens Oval
Multiple reasons
Also with Port Darwin Football Club and use the facilities for soccer
Soccer
Soccer
NTAFL team official
Soccer
WaratahFC Volunteer
Waratah supporter
Short cut to bus stop
player and volunteers at Waratah Football Club
relay for life
Q8 What do you currently like about Gardens Oval?
315 answered question
77 skipped question
Responses
Everything
The location and the facilities
Close to where i live.
Always looks nice.
It is such a beautiful location, surrounded by fabulous gardens.
It's aesthetically beautiful, surrounded by beautiful trees, with a nice intimate atmosphere for watching events.
Great location and great facilities
Setting so close to the City and Botanic Gardens
great atmosphere...convenient to city and northern suburbs
most beautiful sporting field in the NT
there is a great oval in the city
It has so much history to many. I grew up going to this oval and now my kids are using it too. Its great for Darwin
to grow with times and adding lights is a fantastic idea to grow local sports and events.
When it is quiet. Open space. Parkland.
the ground
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Nice green and well maintained community amenity
location, quality of ground
Location, grandstand under cover, parking
It's central and parking is good
Famil friendly atmosphere
The location and the well kept grounds
History of ntfl and atmosphere. Family friendly environment. Oval is in good condition
one of the most scenic and well kept ovals in Australia
Great facilities for playing - good playing surface, grandstands for seats and shade, and a good clubhouse with
bar and beer garden. Great location also.
Good ground to play on with a great grad stand , also very nice location
It's a beautiful oval, great for spectating and playing.
Beautiful setting. Close to and engaged with the CBD, tennis & golf making it a city focussed sporting hub
Location
BEAUTIFUL
Location, "atmosphere", playing surface. This is an iconic Darwin recreation facility and installing
quality/appropriate lighting would be a highlight for Darwin's sporting groups and the wider community.
Downside? More patrons = facility upgrades = $$$$
One of best oval in Darwin/NT. It is picturesque and in a great location.
Location, set out and history
Gardens Oval is a matter of Pride for Darwin, given its central location, lush surroundings, facilities and high
connectivity from throughout the city.
The grandstand and clubrooms
Proximity
It is the show piece oval for Darwin and encourages people to play or watch sport as they drive past and see
people actively playing on very well maintained grounds. It holds a legacy of history and sentiment for
Territorians past, present and future who have played at Warratahs. The facilities display this character with a
blend of old and new.
I just love playing footy
Good location, good facilities, good sporting clubs
Location. Great sporting venue. Good facilities. As a spectator enjoy the atmosphere..
Aesthetics - it's a pretty little oval.
This is an iconic grounds. Having lights would provide more opportunities for further sporting and social events.
There has always been something special about this ground; having lights would add an extra charm.
Outstanding facility except for one factor. No lights
Excellent facilities for cricket
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Access, parking, facilities, plenty of seating
Beautiful surroundings with a local club feel
The grass is always in great condition.
Gardens Oval is one of the most versatile sporting ovals in Darwin. In can cater for so many sports such as
soccer, softball, cricket and football to name a few. The grounds are established and would certainly get more
use with access to lighting.
Perfect position, great grand stand
It's History, it's a beautiful oval, close the city
Relaxed atmosphere, family friendly, grea sporting facility.
Well kept oval
Sea breezes, big trees. Home of the Tahs.
It's very picturesque and the club is great.
Location
Great location, great playing surface, ideal junior footy oval
Location and and having the gardens next door
Shade
Proximity. Prettiness
Nice small oval with good grass
It is a beautiful facility
The main oval is magnificent. I love the cricket and junior AFL club.
Excellent venue surrounded. Y the gardens
Central to Darwin city, ease of access
Gardens Oval is a fantastic ground. To see it under lights would open evening/night sports to be held there.
Picturesque; The atmosphere it provides to spectactors (close to the action),
community sport
Close to CBD
Great surroundings (picturesque), great spot, great oval, great facilities
Old Darwin feel relaxed atmosphere
The location and atmosphere
One of the best grounds to train and play football on. Great location.
It's in a great location
Great surface and great facilities
It's the best oval in the NT. Great location and fantastic setting
The ambience
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Set up in a good spot and a great facility for sport. Great footy oval
Its well maintained close to home
Location.
Main oval
it is the best setting for sport in darwin
Good atmosphere
Central ground
Picturesque, great atmosphere, has character & an aura. Love training, playing & watching there.
Location, atmosphere, seating, facilities
The location and the scenery. Surrounded by the gardens and close to the ocean, allowing a nice breeze.
Its open feel and proximity to the city.
The setting
Close to Casino, city and restaurant precinct. Also great atmosphere
Great location
Location
Greenery
It's position in the area
Great facilities, close to the city
Location, surface, atmosphere
Proximity to the city/mindil beach. Good parking. Great oval to play on.
Everything. Area access scenery
The Grandstand for the main oval
Neat, tidy. Great oval
Playing surface is fantastic. Great position next to the water at Mindl.
Best ground surface and close to the city
Good location an great atmosphere
One of the best grounds in Darwin
History, accessibility, beauty, quality of facility
It is the best oval in Darwin, it is in best location and should again become the main sporting venu
The setting- could do with more grass mounds round most of the oval
Landscaping, position, grandstands
Location, size of oval, community feel
Location, History, Ambiance
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The "home ground" feel it has. Love the clubhouse and how it allows for all club functions and after home
games being able to go in there. location is perfect as it is close to the city and the beach.
Great location
The location of the oval is nicely situated near the Casino, Botanical Gardens and Mindel Beach.
It's location, most occasions the oval is in really nice condition. The facilities are great, may need more
changerooms though but understandably would be difficult to make happen.
The atmosphere of the ground with tropical background
As spectator close to the action
The setting in which is located. The grand stand is a great size for the crowds that attend
Close to home. Good atmosphere.
The grandstand and the facilities
Location
Gardens backdrop and size
Good surface
The ground is good condition.
The Location and the history behind it.
Nice oval, well taken care of. Good spectating areas
Love the nice close atmosphere of NTFL being played there with the right size grandstands.
The layout and location. The stands and visibility.
Relaxing atmosphere
not much
Best surface to play on in the territory
Small ground atmosphere
Great ground close to the city. Awesome for watch footy and under lights would be awesome on Friday nights
The historical significance and the atmosphere
Great location and facility. The grandstand makes it enjoyable to watch football and cricket matches. Lighting
to allow for evening games would improve the experience for players, volunteers and spectators.
The location, situated right on mindil beach and close to the city. Great location.
Smaller ground - closer to games
Traditional
The beer being sold.
The nice field size and the grass
The area it's in
Asthetically pleasing and great location. Plenty of parking too.
The location
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Great views, great playing surface
Great stadium and ground surface.
The atmosphere, iconic and open location.
That Its got a good atmosphere to play on
The beautiful setting in between the botanical gardens and mindl beach
It's a lovely cricket ground with great facilities
The Backdrop and the history of the Ground
It's a beautiful ground and has a fabulous atmosphere
Great oval
close to town, great oval for footy and cricket due to size and high quality playing surface. Great club rooms.
Plenty of parking.
Good oval
It's location. Always has a nice sea breeze
It is the most iconic sporting venue in the Northern Territory and the spiritual home for NT Footy. It has a lot of
charm and has so much potential and is currently under utilised.
Great ground, always in great condition and a great sized oval to play on.
Location. Tropical feel, proximity to sea.
The condition of the lawn, the new club rooms, the grand stand, the location
Best location for footy and cricket in darwin
It's is a relaxed and "pretty" space
Historic
Atmosphere
Fantastic location
Location, environment , tradition
The local football club vibe and feel and sitting in the club watching sport is fantastic
Nice oval, good ground cover
Beauty, location
Great oval in a gray locstion
Traditional ground and beautiful scenery
The size of the ground.
Location. Close to CBD. Beautiful setting.
Love the ground and the stands. Needs to be used much more
It's a great 'old school' darwin oval
The grounds the clubsrooms the stands
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Location and bar/restaurant facilities
the space is green it brings sporting events into Darwin also the club is as old as Darwin and should be cherished
Nice grounds, good stands area, good parking, fenced, nice space for off grass activities.
Location, great ground to watch footy. TIO is stale and it's far better supporting local footy teams than the Ntfl
organisation. Suburban grounds should get used more often. At night when slightly cooler would be better and
provide a lot more flexibility in scheduling matches throughout all divisions
It is beautiful
That's it a peaceful and iconic setting for Territory sports.
Nothing shit Field
It is a beautiful setting with open areas and botanical gardens close by
Beautiful big Shady trees & proximity (close) to Botanical Gardens and CBD. Darwin needs a high end sporting
facility near the CBD to attract sporting events that travelers and tourists can access easily, close to
accommodation and amenities.
Location
It's ability to blend into the local landscape without taking away from the ambience of the immediate region.
Vicinity to the city/mindil/casino.
Good atmosphere watching sports as its close to the action/boundary
Nice sized venue for NTFL/Cricket matches. Great atmosphere.
I like the condition the ground is in, it's magnificent to play both cricket and AFL on and would be amazing being
able to play night time games as well
Great atmosphere
Even better with lights for night games
Local
it's local & a great heritage
Convenient location and easy access
How close it is to the city and how greatly we'll looked after and designed the oval is.
central to everything
Location
The heritage. The location. It's fantastic having the oval in amongst the city.
Close to the city, nice sea breeze for Sunday arvo games.
Location
It is the best oval in Darwin, picturesque setting and perfect location
Close proximity to the city, the atmosphere at football matches.
Pretty oval
Location
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Close proximity to city
Location. Perfect spot. In the heart of our town.
Th atmosphere and the sexy boys
It's home to the tahs and it's got a good atmosphere
The atmosphere
Great atmosphere and loads of history.
It's convenient location and beautiful structures
Proximity to the city and beautiful sunsets
Close to CBD
Amenities, location, setting, facilities
Such a nice looking area, close to Darwin! No better place in nt to watch footy!
The scenery that surrounds the oval
Incredibly scenic oval love it
Location. Football club
Beautiful ground
Location, venue, atmosphere
The tradition of the clubhouse and the good seats
Locality
Surface
Surroundings
Location
Location
Great atmosphere
Central location, also close to Mindal beach.
Position in town , club rooms, oval conditions
It's a beautiful oval with good stands and clubrooms
Picturesque , central to the heart of Darwin, great history of the ground (formerly the home of NTFL), great
place to watch cricket
Picturesque and in a perfect position to be an developed into an iconic stadium. Gets as good a breeze as
anywhere in Darwin, accessible from 3 directions, plenty of parking.
It is the best oval in the NT
Its proximity to the CBD & its beauty
It is a beautiful oval and considered by many to be the premier venue for watching both cricket and AFL.
Love everything about it
The large area of green on the fringe of the CBD, and the bird life
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Great location, excellent facility to watch the football in - plenty of breeze and well shaded
The size of the ground, the condition the ground is in all the time and the nice seaside experience scenery.
Location and setting amongst botanical gardens and beach
Home of the Waratahs
community open space that is and should continue to be used for thegreater public benefit
Open green space, beautiful trees and a special community gathering place. It's an integral part of The Gardens.
Location, ground quality
It's accessiblity in a beautiful part of town
Facilities and ease from which to watch sport
Great Ground with good facilities. I train there and play there regularly during the wet season.
its size
Trees.
It is central and is a great playing surface. The setting is fantastic also with the trees and the stands.
Location, sea breeze, general feel
Excellent venue and atmosphere.
Great location that provides wonderful atmosphere
I love that the gardens oval has a real local community feel. When I first walked in the gates I felt the history
and loved seeing how welcome everyone was. It is a real community facility.
The big trees and the history
Close to city
Location, two ovals available, clubrooms, plenty of parking, good oval drainage
Location
The grounds
It's a great oval, great grandstand and hill to watch the football from.
Best ground in darwin
Proximity to city.
Family friendly
Traditional local footy (esp) oval, a community ground
terrific community space, well used, one of the most attractive district ovals I have seen, proximity to the
Botanic Gardens adds to the overall aesthetic appeal of Gardens Oval, with large trees and "village green" feel
to the grandstand and facilities. Always uplifting to drive/walk/ cycle past and see sport being played and
watched at this fabulous venue.
User friendly sporting facility in a picturesq location close to Mindil Beach.
Its tranquility and picturesque nature.
It is very picturesque and surrounded by lovely trees, and the Grandstand is quaint. It is also close to Mindil
Beach, The Botanic Gardens.
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A great atmosphere. Great location.
Location, grandstand, quality cricket club,
That it is within the last original major green zone within the Darwin CBD - apart from the Esplanade
Spectator stand is well oriented to the field. Access all around the field as an official is good.
The shade of oval 2 is fantastic.
It's picturesque setting and the idyllic backdrop
The location and how good the oval is
Central. Close to home. Beautiful surroundings.
Only inner suburb oval. Easy parking. Used by lots of clubs so has a lot of community involvement.
Location
Location and spectator facilities
Location
It's a central based oval that its absolute quality. I grew up playing on and used to be the home for the NTFL.
The club house is class also, had my 21st birthday there
Location
Airconned bar!
Beautiful atmosphere, good facilities,
The look of the Oval amongst the trees and it's proximity to the city
It's a beautiful oval right in the heart of Darwin. Sport is such a huge part of the territory and gardens can really
bring it to life.
Clean and pleasant facilities.
Location, convenience, level of maintenance.
It's in a good area and has a nice field for footy
Lovely area. Nice sporting grounds
Its better than tio
Location, the club rooms especially the beer it serves.
location,
It is a great oval to play footy
The availability to the general public. Good Grandstand and general seating. Great Clubhouse. Very picturesque
and good parking
Its a great ground
The ground and atmosphere
Great Outside sporting arena
The best venue to watch sport in Darwin. Close to city and a nice cool breeze in the wet season for Footy
Oval central to the city, and close to other Darwin attractions like Casino, Mindil Beach and Botanical Gardens.
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Reminds me of ny childhood, growing up playing footy there. Love the big trees and beach surrounding also.
Location
Location
Location and facilities
Location
Great atmosphere. Clean.
Great facilities and Aircon club rooms
It's my home ground
Location
The view and atmosphere
The location, facilities, state of the oval.
The clubhouse, location and waratahs
The grandstands
Atmosphere. Beauty. Intimacy
Great location. Great venue to what sport.
It's the best oval in Darwin from a player and spectator, it's Darwin Adelaide oval.
In the city
The location
It's beautiful location and surrounds.
Its location and it is the best AFLNT Club in the league
Proximity to cbd.
Ovals are generally in good condition, it's nice and roomy and the complex has a good atmosphere
location and grandstands
location, oval condition
Oval 1 is good
Local, community feel. Good location.
It's clean and location.
Atmosphere
Good ground
Q9 What don’t you currently like about Gardens Oval?
298 answered question
94 skipped question
Responses
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The possibility of the Blake Street towers
Best ground in Darwin
Nil
nothing
Lack of access to parking. Needs a pedestrian footbridge over Gilruth Avenue. Grandstand seating could do
with some refurbishment.
There are no lights. And not enough night time games
n/a
Not used enough
it only can be used at day times
Have to stop when it gets dark
It is ok as is, except the lights from the club house.
the club
proposal for lighting it
only usable during daylight hours
Not used enough due to no lighting for night games, scoreboard on second oval in wrong spot for spectators
Not enough change rooms with AFL becoming a growing sport, especially in the women's division.
Lack of shade around both ovals.
The poor state of players dressing rooms. The unbelievable lack of space in the umpire's dressing room!
Changeroom facilities. Needs major upgrades to current changerooms and others installed for oval 2 access
security - too many break ins
not enough top line events sheduled there
Break-ins on market days and poor training facilities.
That there are no lights
Daytime only restricts its use.
No lights!
Change Rooms
DAYLIGHT USE ONLY.
ROOMS KEEP GETTING BROKEN INTO
It is ok as it is, ie preserve some of the its history and cultural associations. Turning into a mini ampitheatre
with tiered seating all around would seriously detract from its present appeal.
Limited opportunity for Juniors (both cricket and AFL) to train beyond 6:30pm as it gets too dark.
Also having Juniors games during the day is far too hot and dangerous during the wet season.
Seating
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. Direly needs Night lighting to enhance its utility during the late hours, owing to better temperatures during
the night, hectic lifestyles and to enable the residents to stay fit & de-stress.
. Some shaded sitting space, to be used during the day.
. Can consider adding a pedestrian entry from the rear side.
The lighting
Dark at night practice
My son plays long games of cricket for and has skin that burns very easily, even with sun protective clothing its
difficult to prevent sunburn. To sit and watch the games can also be hot. Lights at Warratahs will open up
sport options to more families in the cool of the evening without damaging sun rays. It will also promote use
of the the clubs hospitality arm.
It would be a positive step forward for sport in Darwin.
that it's Waratahs home ground
No lights
N/A
Nothing
Lack of lights
The poor state of the cricket nets
Requires lighting to enable sport and a plethora of other activities to be conducted
No lights, meaning when football training is on it is all dependant on day light. A large % of players at our club
work until 6 o'clock onwards and miss half of training. If lights were available we could push back the start time
of training to 6.15 - 6.30 and all players could train together.
Condition of the practice nets
There are no lights for night time
Limited seating on oval 2
No lights for use after sun set
Need to keep replacing any big trees that are removed. It needs to have big shade trees.
Inability to be used after dark for games and training.
No lights on dusk
Boggyness around oval no 2, no womens changerooms, cant use after dark when its cooler.
No lights
No lights
The club rooms are old and dated and the cricket nets are terrible. I don't think the ground is utilised to its best
potential.
No access from Gardens Rd
That there are no lights and change rooms are to small
Not much except the kids and teams need lights!!!
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The cricket nets are the worst in Darwin (hopefully they get fixed soon). The clubhouse gets broken into after
the markets very regularly - the windows need protection.
Lack of change room facilities, 2 no oval underutilized due to this Lack of lighting
Under utilized by the ntfl, it's a great oval for football games.
I would have to say the level of lighting
The general upkeep of the facility by the council. The clubhouse facility is over 15 years old and not much has
been done to keep the facilities at a satisfactory level over the last few years.
unknown
No Lights enabling greater use
That it has no lights.
Unable to use at night when its not as hot during the wet season.
The darkness at night the ovals could be much better utilized
Limited training times due to no lighting. Currently can not accommodate night training and or regular home
and away fixtures throughout the AFLNT season. Under used resource
That it doesn't get used to its full potential
There's no opportunity for night games, and it's probably not used quite enough
Some water area behind the main oval goals.
Need better change rooms
No lights!!
No lights to have night games in the hotter months
No lights, no seating, shade or shelters on Gardens 2. Facilities are maintained well but getting a bit old.
no lights
no lights
Playground would be good for kids.
The lighting is insufficient and night games cannot be played there.
not enough seating around the ground.
Parking in the wet season
No lights at night -have to train earlier as a result
No lights
No second grand stand for the back oval
No lights for night games or training
Lack of lights, amenities, change rooms
Once the sun goes down, training stops. No night games.
Waratahs
The back oval could do with more seating for spectators and protection from the rain.
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Change rooms could be better, no lights.
No lights for night games
No lights for night games
No night footy
no lights
Change rooms have room for improvement.
Needs upgrading - lights groundstands,
Very small in capacity and shocking change rooms to cater for two ovalsI like it
Nothing
Old facilities, no lights for night footy
Oval 2 is shocking after a bit of rain. mud patches everywhere.
It's not available for to use for night matches.
Nothing.
Being a player/ coach the change room set up is not the best for multiple ovals. They are very outdated as well.
Another set would be great
Limited access
Nil
Facilities, lack of clubroom for Banks Bulldogs Football Club, lack of lights.
Lack of lights
No lights
No lights, change rooms need a renovation
the change rooms
No Lights, its only able to be used during the day and during the wet season to be able to play late arvo and at
night would make a huge difference.
No lights
The old small change-rooms
Matches have to be played earlier in the day
Nothing
everything
Waratahs
No night games, night training
No lights. Waratahs
No lights and not enough change rooms
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Hot location - better use in the evening
Turf could be a lot higher quality, don't feel enough games are played there to push curators to keep it at a
high standard. Maybe the introduction of lights and more spectators would inspire this.
Oval two is not very good - upgrade the wooden seat grand stand
The Waratahs Club.
No decent lights
No lights. Having lights would bring NTFL action into the city and more spectators would come to watch night
games. Who wants to sit on those lovely hills at 3pm???
No lights
Lack of shade, no lights.
Doesnt have lights
The changeroom facilities are due for an upgrade.
No lights not enough seating and shade on the back oval
No lights for night games
The ground
Bit Small
No night games
People illegally parking on gardens rd
change rooms are not very good. Would be great to be able to play night games there (and this would be safer
for players and umpires, not having to play footy during the hot part of the day), but no lights.
No lights
Not utlised at night. Facilities such as the club house are old and rundown. Also should have more than one
club house on site
The condition of the change rooms and facilities - also require work.
Gardens 2 and having to play on that instead of Gardens 1.
the grass can be taken care of a lot better
Underutilised.
The high entrance cost for spectators
Gardens 2 is shit and doesn't get maintained as well
Nothing
Lights
Underused
One club
Club rooms need renovating, change rooms need renovating
Lack of night football or 20/20 cricket Comp
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No lighting, grandstands need repair
Nothing
Parking and no lights !
The walk to oval two when it has rained, too muddy
The change rooms
Not enough games played there.
Muddy surface in the center on oval 1 during the wet season making it hard to play in.
Love it as it is
No lights
That it is not yet lit up!
Only one access, not lighted.
No lights
The poor drainage between oval 1 and 2. The drinking that occurs in the Waratah club that results in drunk
people.
The concept of having lights at such a beautiful facilty. Poor drainage during the wet.
Everything shit Field
Nothing
Nothing. It's a great place for sport any any improvements should attempt to retain its beautiful ascetic,
heritage, trees, setting and atmosphere, while increasing usage for more people to enjoy.
Cant play at night
The toilet and shower facilities
No
ability
to
Toilets are yuck!

play

night

games.Too

hot

during

the

day

during

wet

season.

Inability to play evening NTFL/Cricket matches; would also be fantastic for junior sport throughout the week in
the evenings; more appealing cooler weather would attract more spectators as well.
Nothing
No lights
Every thing else is awesome
No lights
No lights
no lights,
Can only be used during day time hours due to lack of lighting
That it doesn't have lights
there is no lights for night football
Football matches are usually only sunday
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It needs and upgrade. Including lights.
No lights
Facilities
There is no lights on the oval making night games and late training impossible
No lights for night sports
No lights
No lights
Lack of lighting to allow for late games and training
No lights...
Unable to play night games there causing major games to be played in glaring heat
Not lighting, step up your game DCC
Limited use
Limited use after dark
That it has no lights and the center of the ground of oval 1 is rock hard
Bathroom facilities are poor
No Friday or Saturday night games
Cricket nets need upgrade. Oval #2 poorly drained
Daytime use only
Nothing just needs to be utilised more
That theres no lights
Training nets are substandard.
Needs more lights so more events can happen in the evening and night
I currently don't like that there is no installation of lights a night game in the cbd would be awesome
Cricket net facilities
No lights!
No lights
There's no lighting for night time
No lights
No lights, condition of second oval
Toilets
Could do with more change rooms now that womens AFL is taking off and I believe womens cricket growth in
the NT isn't far away.
Needs lights, and should be held in higher regard for its potential to be a Territory sporting icon.
IT hasn't got lights
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Lack of extra change room facilities
It cant be used at night
There is no lighting for night games, facilities are a little behind the times with regards to there being two ovals
and one set of change rooms that do not cater for days when young girls and men are playing on opposing
ovals and sharing the facility
There's no lighting to host night games, people can park on the side of the road which runs betweeen the oval
and the Botanical Gardens and watch. Parking is limited to Mindle Beach area.
No lights
lackof spectator facilities
There is nothing I do not like about it.
No Lights, update of club rooms required.
There not much I can really fault
Carpark space
Not Much. Without lights limits it's capability in being one of the premier sporting grounds in the NT
that its not really open for everyone to use whenever
Parking across the road.
There are no lights.
Oval 2 needs work
Some outdated facilities.
The fact sport can only be played in the heat of the day
That there is no lights.
The toilets and change rooms - old and smelly
No lights, limits activities
Change room facilities, lighting
No ability to train or play at night time.
The change rooms are dated & need upgrading
It's not used to its full potential. Lighting would help this.
Needs lights
From what I've heard from players, the cricket pitch in center of field one during dry season leaves rough
ground during the ntfl season and has/can cause injury.
Can't have night games
Nothing
Nothing comes to mind
Lack of First Aid facilities under grandstand, used to be there years ago, plus the change rooms need an upgrade
to include some sort of better cooling system, not necessarily air conditioning
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Its good as is.
No lighting - suburban footy at night would be a great addition - especially in the warmer months.
Lack of lights, lack of female friendly facilities
Nothing
This oval should be kept for what it has always been a venue for footy and cricket clubs only - the parking and
surrounds are built and designed for this purpose only - to open it to other outdoor events festivals etc would
negatively effect the quality of the grounds and pitch for sporting events - already there enough outdoor public
space for festivals etc
Keep some tradition in Darwin with this being a sporting only venue.
There is no on filed lighting.
The change rooms and cricket nets.
That it doesn't have lights
Lacking some infrastructure - lights, change rooms (currently not enough), poor security
Lack of storage for clubs and lack of lighting for night games.
Lack of night games and parking
No lights
No lights
No lights
That there's no lights.... Seriously?
Needs pool
No lights :)
Limited usage
The facilities for the most part are getting tired and there are a lack of change room facilities particularly with
the introduction of womens teams
Training and games have a cut off at sun down really limiting potential opportunities to further involve the
community in sport after working hours.
None
Lack of lighting, heat during the day is a grave safety risk to all players - especially children. More seating on
Oval 2 would be great.
The grass needs to be cut more often
Cant play after dark
No lights
No lighting as it restricts our time at training and does not allow for night games.
No lights
That there are no lights therefore we are un able to play games at night, which would be better then playing in
the heat of the day.
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No lighting so no football games can be played under lights within the CBD. No other functions can be held at
night at the ground at the moment.
It is all good
The lack of lighting for training and games
It can't be used for sport/functions after 7pm due to no lights.
Lack of lights that restrict training at later, cooler times or being able to play games under lights, which would
allow a whole Waratahs or Banks family to play all their games from juniors to seniors in one day at one ground.
That it doesn't have lights.
No lights
That there is no lights so Friday night or Saturday night games can't be played and training ends as the suns
going down .
No lights
No lights
No lights. No night games.
Watching midday games of footy during the wet season/build up!
No lights to train or not play in the heat of the night games
No lights, not enough grand stand seating, existing seats are old and damaged
The current facilities require updating
Doesn't have lighting.
No lights for Friday night games. Back oval needs work also.
Poor pedestrian connectivity to Gardens Road
Nothing really. Cleaner and better painted grandstands, grandstands seating old, outdated and uncomfortable.
Limited training and playing options due to no lights.
Only 2 changerooms and 1 clubhouse. Another 2 changerooms and another clubhouse would be great.
No lights
Has no lights
Lack of availability to use the ground after dark.
The fact that it can not be used at night
Old change rooms, lack of rooms for number 2 oval. No oval lighting. Poor stands on number 2 oval.
Not enough shade (especially on oval 2); and not enough change rooms. Parking across the road is OK but
would like to see a reduced speed limit to make it safer for kids crossing
not enough variety of events
underutilised facility, need more clubrooms and changerooms
Needs more change rooms and better spectator/player facilities on the second oval.
Old, small, outdated changerooms for players
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Better player benches away from drunk spectators
Back oval needs to be upgraded and better seating for spectators
Q10 The main users of Gardens Oval 1 is currently AFL clubs in the wet season and cricket clubs in the dry
season, during daylight hours. Would you like to see the use of Gardens Oval 1 extended beyond its
current use?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Yes

346

88.49%

No, prefer its use to remain the same (go to Q12)

29

7.42%

Unsure

16

4.09%

answered question

391

skipped question

1

The main users of Gardens Oval 1 is currently AFL clubs in
the wet season and cricket clubs in the dry season, during
daylight hours. Would you like to see the use of Gardens
Oval 1 extended beyond its current use?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

88%

Yes

7%

4%

No, prefer its use to
remain the same (go
to Q12)

Unsure

Q11 If you answered yes to the use of Gardens Oval 1 being extended, what type of activities would you
like to see there?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Evening football and cricket games

337

94.93%

Sporting events (fun runs and other charity events)

253

71.27%

Twilight community events

225

63.38%

Local festivals

205

57.75%
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Other sports

127

35.77%

Other (please specify)

21

5.92%

answered question

37

skipped question

1

If you answered yes to the use of Gardens
Oval 1 being extended, what type of activities
would you like to see there?
95%

100%

90%

71%

80%
70%

63%

60%

58%

50%

36%

40%
30%
20%

6%

10%
0%

Evening football Sporting events
and cricket
(fun runs and
games
other charity
events)

Twilight
community
events

Local festivals

Other sports

Other (please
specify)

Q12 Installing lights at Gardens Oval 1 would allow the facility to be used into the evening. Would you
support the installation of lights at Gardens Oval 1?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Yes

370

94.39%

No

14

3.57%

Unsure

6

1.53%

Further comment

34

8.67%

answered question

392

skipped question

0

Further comments
If the light towers were retractable and only used until 8pm on weeknights I would be prepared to
reconsider my current opposition to the proposed lighting.
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Too bright at night for all apartments in the area, compromise the tranquility of quite evening, devalue
further apartment propert prices, people using or committees proposing to install the lights will not have
their lifestyles compromised with glare. Just look at the Toyota / Kerry Holden caryards with their extremely
bright lights installed without community consultation. No lights!!
Let's get realistic. It's hot during the day. Night sport is much better and more appropriate in Darwin
This brings Darwin in line with most other jurisdictions across the country.
I also own a property on gardens rd and I don't mind the installation
surely people who live in the area realised that they moved next to a sporting oval? Lights are a necessity
for these kids
It would be a great idea to get everyone out of the hot darwin sun during the day
It would be so fantastic for the cricket and football clubs if Council decides to put lights in.
with limited residential directly adjacent the oval and with the proximity to mindil it would allow greater
use of the space and resuce the need to play sport in the middle of the day which is extreme to say the least.
Investment in NT at a crucial time.
Would ease the amount of teams sharing an oval during footy season.
Absolutely, I think the community would benefit greatly from it.
Is Gardens still relevant? And what potential does it have? traffic and car parking and space are issue with
the oval hemmed in tightly between two roads in a triangle formation
Bout time
Games of footy on a Sunday at midday are incredibly depressing. Saturday night would be much funner!
Yes, Darwin needs more ovals capable of hosting evening footy games, to be able to shift games from the
dangerous hot part of the day
As long as the funding is not taken from junior development
This should be done asap - fewer daylight hours in the dry season restricts the usage times for oval 1
And also improvements (including lighting and any other upgrades) to Gardens Oval 2
I've been saying it needs lights for years.
Absolutely. I would attend far more often to see evening matches.
With a solar & battery facility to cover the running costs
How would the cost be recouped. Is it a user pays proposal and/or an additional cost on the clubs that use
the facilities which may not be able to support the additional expenses
Please please, it would be outstanding and well overdue
it would help if a light of the same size and height was tested from the different locations that they will be
placed and how the shrouds would help if at all.
evenings are the best time to play sport and have comunity activities because of our climate
I would like to see the adjacent golf course lit as well for night golf...a few self interested whingers stopped
the process last time- please do not let that happen again.
If light did not spread beyond the oval and if it was not left on when oval not being used
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Yes I support the idea.As a resident I hope you won't put unsightly towers in a pretty part of town.My main
concern is the height of the light towers.
Only would support the installation of lights if strict time frames were adhered to that did not impact and
result in residents having to endure prolonged exposure at night to unnecessary bright lights. ALL new lights
installed should have SHROUDS to direct the lighting to the specific area that needs to be list without
radiating unnecessarily to the entire vicinity
It's not desirable but an essential upgrade.
My partner is an NTFL player for waratahs and their midday games are ridiculous seeing them play in the
heat is dangerous. Lights would provide the opportunity for late afternoon/games which would also be great
for the younger & female players. Not to mention it would bring in a lot more spectators!
Friday night footy! Thursday twighlight 20-20 matches and then stroll to mindil markets for dinner

Installing lights at Gardens Oval 1 would
allow the facility to be used into the
evening. Would you support the
installation of lights at Gardens Oval 1?
100%

94%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Yes

4%

2%

No

Unsure

9%
Further comment

Q13 Do you have any concerns about lights being installed at Gardens Oval 1?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

No (go to Q15)

342

88.14%

Yes

46

11.86%

answered question

388

skipped question

4
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Do you have any concerns about lights being
installed at Gardens Oval 1?
Yes
12%

No
88%

Q9 What are your concerns about lights being installed at Gardens Oval 1?
61 answered question
331 skipped question
Responses
Disrupting the current users
Light pollution for locals
Increased vandalism for the oval and surrounds
Increased noise at night for locals
I worry that people's lifestyle will be effected and I am not convinced by the Artist drawings (Image 8 –) is
correct, Artist images often do not give a true reflection of how it will work or look, I want to see more true
evidence of how these lights will look when on.
Impact on local residents, especially those living in Buffalo Court, Salonika Street, Warrego Court, Smith Street,
Myilly Point, Houston Street, Harriet Place, Dashwood Place. The lights will spoil their views in the daytime,
create light pollution at nighttime and attract insects.
impact on nocturnal birdlife
We live nearby and the lights could be intrusive on our lifestyle.
High potential for light and noise pollution interfering with the amenity and enjoyment of my home.
affecting the amenity of owners homes in the area, who will be affected by the light as they ever look the oval.
Nil concern
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Cost - would it place a financial burden on the club that would lead to higher player fees? If the increase is
small or non-existent then I would support it.
As my other comments above. Also, the golf course on several occasion forgot to turn off their brights lights at
night which meant light glare flooding into the bedroom until the next day.
HOPEFULLY THE COME FROM LOCAL SUPPLYERS
Make light towers with latest tech, limit the inherent ugliness associated with cheap fixes when installing light
towers.
I live at (address removed for privacy) Larrakeyah, the view from my balcony is over golf course/gardens oval
& bright lights would be right in the in the middle of that view.
The cost, is there a way Council can assist with the cost of the power usage and/or look at solar panels to assist
with lowering ongoing costs.
none
Nil
Be mindful of the beauty and history of gardens oval. Keep the large shade trees, don't remove any large iconic
trees for the light poles but work around them.
The longevity of the technology and how Council may recoup running costs for the lights.
Would they be installed before this coming NTFL season? If they were to do it before then they would have to
really hasten the process.
I have no concerns
They might be too bright.
Concerns are if corners are cut and the lights installed are not appropriate for use. If this means waiting another
1-2 years or more for funding then it would be worth the wait for a better product.
No concerns
Money could be spent on junior development
The money could be used to put training lights up for all 5 Alice springs ts clubs
No real concerns apart from needing to fit in with the Reasonable concerns from locals living close by. Should
have same requirements as Marrara TIO stadium.
Waste of money, may only be used a couple times a month.
That Darwin might actually progress out of the 1970's!!! Why does this even need public consultation. How on
earth did they allow lights to be installed on the casino tennis courts!!! And what is going on with the
velodrome!!! When can we expect a new one?
Money should be spent on maintaining the oval. The poor drainage is a real health hazard. As a rural resident
if they have lights we will have to travel even further for our sport. Very frustrating and it moves the Berrimah
Line even close to DARWIN.
The costs, the asethics, over use of the facility, increase the amount of time that the club house at the oval
would be open.
Waste of money fix field it's shit
You can do your utmost to put in your so called unobtrusive lightings however it has been demonstrated to me
that lights on off angle glare brightness are still under the control of someone and to date those in charge of
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the current lighting of the car park in the complex have demonstrated they have no desire to turn down the
lights in the car park. I asked them some time back to simply turn them down so they covered the car park
(which was the reason they gave me for being there) instead of shining all the way up the hill into my lounge
room.
Locals had to undergo a long and arduous campain to stop the lighting of the golf course.
That succeeded but such action takes its toll on all concerned.
And now we are under threat of having to so campaign again.
The same arguments these 2 groups use for lighting the oval can be used to light the adjacent "practice" oval
and then the golf course will have another go.
So tired of having to constantly be viligant about amenity of our living environs.... so tired I am plain Angry that
once again the community must take on the "big players" just to protect their amenity.
The questions you ask above about gender age address demonstrate to me that you will use the responses to
"shuffle" the numbers of or "weight" the responses of submitters.
So immediately on opening up your survey you destroyed my trust in your results.
I would only like to see the lights activated/used when events are on. This way the costs of running the lights
can be factored into the ticket/event cost.
However - I would not like to see trees or shade disturbed by installation. Need to retain big beautiful trees
around the oval.
That it takes way from the ambience of the region. The Gardens is a beautiful spot during the day and is very
quintessential Darwin as it currently stands. There needs to be pockets of Darwin that remain as reminders of
heritage to the city.
That the residents will complain
Concern about the clubs which use the facilities being subject significant increase in lease costs to amortise the
capital costs as well as their ability to afford to pay the power costs. Given that most clubs are already cash
strapped
the lights that will affect the use of my balcony and living room at night.
At the moment there is a problem with the lights on the tennis courts and they are not as big as the proposed
lights for the oval.
With installation of lights there are always concerns. The one biggest concern I have mainly is because of the
coverage the lights will have. As a boundary umpire for the NTFL it is vital that the boundary line even over the
fence line where the spectators sit is vital for our vision in making decisions.
should have been done ages ago and the same applies to the Golf course where evenings are best time to play.
Lights shining down do not interfere with higher residences
All residences are well away from gardens oval and are high enough to not be unduly affected. recent use of
hole one at the golf course has shown minimal effect on the locality
It is arguable that the light during eenings would enhance the appearnce of the locality
I should be able to get a copy of these comments for future reference
Extra noise and congestion from cars / traffic and crowds / sirens, street parking issues, plus light pollution.
Also over time the amount of usage and times will expand to what is stated currently as more organisations
wish to use the facilities, even extending to outside of sporting organisations. I don't trust councils to keep their
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word on what they state will occur. In the future there will be more and more changes to usage. Then our
property values may be damaged.
It effects the wildlife in he area and the lights wil shine in my house. And more crimeans noice
Modern, efficient, lighting system needed such as LED's
Excessive noise at night & the height of the towers causing an unsightly look in a pretty part of town.
impact on local wildlife.
impact on who will pay for them - both initially and ongoing lighting costs. are AFL and cricket going to pay for
them being turned on just for them, seems a small section of the population will benefit.
pllease ensure the most environmentally appropriate lighting is chosen
Fix up parking so people not crossing road randomly at night. Dangerous
None it should have happened years ago
Keeping the ground in peak condition particularly in the wet season
Where they will be put
Overall control needs to be the Council's responsibility, not any individual group..
None
ALL lights must have SHROUDS to direct the lighting to the specific area that requires the lighting rather than
glaring to the entire vicinity and surrounds negatively impacting upon residents.
Also strict time lines should be given that the lights are only on at the necessary times in use - the tennis courts
near Mindil are UNNNECESSARILY left on until late into the night with the glaring bright lights negatively
impacting upon our home
Cost to run the lights
Suggested light levels and times do not allow for midweek afl or cricket games.
As long as they are as environmentally friendly as the NT Gov can make them there should be no problem, they
will not be on all hours of the night. They are not a problem in the northern subburbs and they were built years
ago and I'm sure before plenty of advancements in technology
Overuse of oval that deteriorates playing surface is only potential concern.
My concern is the burden of cost when using the lights.
Cost to the community or users - who is paying for the lights? security and safety to the area at night time. Also
increased traffic across the road to the car park with kids at night - needs a speed reduction
Trenching for power cables, light footings, damage to trees, turf, irrigation infrastructure, durations of works
none
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Q15 Would you like to be kept informed about this consultation and the lights proposal?
Response

Response count

Response per cent

Yes

178

46.11%

No

208

53.89%

answered question

386

skipped question

6
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APPENDIX 3 – WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
Submission No*.

Date

Category

Details

1

14 June 2017

Stakeholder

Lighting Specialists Australia: Providing information on
lighting services company can provide.

2

19 June 2017

Stakeholder

Halytech: Providing information on lighting services
company can provide.

3

3 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

4

19 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

5

20 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

6

27 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

7

27 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

8

28 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

9

31 July 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

10

1 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

11

2 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments and photos

12

5 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

13

7 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

14

9 August 2017

Resident

Submission providing two photos of tennis court lights

15

9 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments and photo

16

10 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

17

10 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments and attached
questions and copy of advert

18

11 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

19

11 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments and attached photo

20

13 August 2017

Resident

Submission via email comments

21

13 August 2017

Stakeholder

Submission via email comment, letter from Darwin
Football Club, Football Federation NT Hot Weather
Policy and data

22

13 August 2017

Stakeholder

Planning Action Network Inc (PLAN) covering email and
attached written submission

23

16 August

Resident

Covering email with attached photos, light pollution
information

*There were 18 submissions received, with some of the above submissions forming one submission (email,
letter and photos sent from same person or organisation was considered one submission).

Gardens Consultation Report Final 091017.docx
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15. Lighting will be shielded by trees, future loss of trees?: I heard it said that we
will be shielded from a lot of the light by green foliage I tree etc's. That is fine until
we have a decent wind gust (Cyclone) and it takes years again for the tree's to grew
back.
16. Evasive lighting and noise of activities: The light will still spill from activities of
night activities and will clearly be in prominent view from my premises, especially
noticeable in the evenings, which will impinge on the use and enjoyment of my own
property. We already hear the afternoon training exercise drills, person's voices and
whistles, ect. Fine with that as it is. But not 6 nights a week until 9pm.
17. Residential Property Values: Property values across Darwin have already
dropped markedly, if this proposal were to go ahead I have no hesitation is saying it
would be detrimental to future sales, it would definitely have an affect upon future
property prices.

I also disagree with any refusal, or statements, which infer to be impractical to install a
temporary lighting structure to see how neighbors would be affected. As this is the only
manner of how the proposal can be properly gauged. As we saw by the Gardens Golf
Course Lighting, the computer generated spill reports were hardly worth the paper they
were printed upon, only by a live lighting experience was this in fact witnessed and agreed
and subsequently upon. Maybe the whole proposal requires lower lighting towers with less
ambitious lighting levels. 12m towers and 100 Lux maximum. For training purposes only.
Conclusion: Great proposal & initiative by Cricket NT & AFLNT. But in this instance it will
only have too much negative impact upon to many adjacent residents with in the greater
Darwin CBD area, High Density Living Zoned areas. I estimate 650+ properties will be
impacted 6 nights a week. Though this proposal isn't suitable for Gardens Oval No 1. An
alternative facility should be utilized, where less local rate paying and/or residents are
affected. Spill reports and computer generations alone don't provide a realistic indication
of lighting impacts for the local residents. It would provide and would comply with the
measures of consultation as identified by the Darwin City Council in other proposals. It
would also identify the issue too those who might not be presently aware to the extent of
the present proposal through the notifications as required by aspects of the planning act.

Sincerely.2J1h July 2017
Master of Business Administration (Oil & Gas): Middlesex University (2013) Advanced
Diploma of Marine Engineering: Hunter Institute of Technology, NSW. (2007) Qualified
STCW95 Chief Engineer (Marine Engineering) Unlimited Tonnage/Kilowatt as awarded
by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority. Electrical Workers License: A 509 7, as
issued by the Electrical Workers & Contractors Licensing Board, Northern Territory.

Appendix Item 1: Looking from Building 2 Warrego Court over Hole 5, along fairway
6 & 7, which highlights how close the buildings on the escarpment are to course
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Submission 23
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16 August 2017
Email from resid�nt.
No content -just attachments.
Copies of attached provided.

Objection Gardens Oval 1 proposal of 4 Light Towers
b) View of the Light Tower erected on the Golf links Golf course 2013 (The rest of the approx 27 light towers
was not approved by council ). It is not pleasant when the light is operating to have the effect of the light spill
invading our apartment 9/3 Warrego Court Larrakeyah.

Objection Gardens Oval 1 proposal of 4 Light Towers
d) View Asbuild Oval Light Tower from Packard Rd near round about Palmerston August 2017.

Objection Gardens Oval 1 proposal of 4 Light Towers
d i)

2nd View of Light Towers Asbuild Oval from Roystonea Rd (high way looking at lights)August 2017.

